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IMPACTS OF NEW REGULATIONS ON NORTH CAROLINA FISHERMEN

L Executive Summary

The findings presented here derive from eight months ofresearch designed to address the

following objectives:

1. To develop a classification system that identifies and defines North Carolina fishers in terms of

dependence on the resource, gear type, effort, motivation for fishing, and core and secondary

species they target;

2. To determine how different groups of fishers will be impacted by different regulatory

scenarios;

3. To evaluate North Carolina's licensing system in terms ofits ability to monitor numbers,

characteristics, and behaviors of commercial and recreational fishers;

4. To assess the experiences of other states in developing and administering licensing programs.

Accomplishing these objectives involved several phases of field research and analysis, all

ofwhich were oriented toward gaining a view ofNorth Carolina fishing-eommercial and

recreational-from a variety ofperspectives. Because of the highly politicized environment ofthe

past two years, it was necessary to triangulate our data sources to reduce respondent bias. Thus,

we used a variety ofmethods to cross-check, assess, and validate information received from

different sources representing different political and economic interests in the fisheries. Our

respondents included: a) recreational anglers whom we located through sportfishing lists, DMF

data, and an intercept methodology; b) charter boat captains and pier owners; c) commercial

fishermen and their families all along the coast and throughout the Albemarle-Pamlico Estuarine

System; c) seafood processors and seafood processing workers; and d) fishermen and marine

regulatory personnel in North Carolina and in 12 other states. Our methods of observation and

data collection included: visits to fishing centers around the state (cultural mapping); surveying

individuals in other states regarding their licensing programs and experiences, including

government officials and fishermen; surveying recreational fishermen, charter boat captains, and

pier owners; conducting in-depth interviews with commercial fishers; and eliciting feedback from
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members of fishing families concerning regulatory and other social problems in the context of

focus groups.

Findings: Recreational Fishing in North Carolina. Data collected at North Carolina fishing

locations, through club lists, and through DMF licensing information revealed that slightly under

half (48.3%) of the recreational fishermen oppose a saltwater recreational fishing license; while

24.7% support such a license unconditionally and another 27% support licensing under the

condition that the fees collected be returned to the recreational fishing community in the form of

stock enhancement or other beneficial programs. Support for a recreational fishing license varied

by club membership: members offishing clubs were more likely to support a saltwater fishing

license than independent anglers. Club membership is an accurate predictor of fishing location

(shore, structure, or boat) and attitudes toward the resource and toward commercial fishermen:

club members were more likely than independents to fish from private boats and to blame

commercial fishermen for stock depletion problems (as opposed to pollution and habitat

destruction); independents are more likely than club members to view sportfishing pressures on

fish stocks as problematic and to consider fishing regulations as unevenly borne by commercial

fishermen.

These distinctions may be related to the counties of residence offishermen who fell into

the independent category. We located most of the independents through an intercept

methodology, and thus they are more likely to live in coastal counties than club members, who

were distributed across the coastal plain and the state. Recreational fishermen from coastal

locations are, in general, far more cognizant ofwater quality problems and thus less likely to place

the full burden ofblame on commercial fishermen for stock depletion problems.

Recreational fishing effort was not easily predicted by club membership or fishing location,

with most anglers reporting that they fished around 40 days per year; age was the best predictor

offishing effort: simply, older people fish more than younger people.

Findings: Commercial Fishermen. We interviewed fishermen in five regions of the state:

Southern, CarteretlMiddle Eastern, Pamlico/Middle Western, Albemarle, and the Outer,

BankslEastern Dare regions; and held focus groups in the first four ofthese regions. Comparative

analysis revealed a fairly high degree ofregional variation in the fisheries and in the problems

facing fishermen. In terms ofgears, we found that distinctions between inland, estuarine and
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barrier island! coastal fishing practices are more different than distinctions between the southern

and northern regions of the state. In general, fishermen in inland regions are more specialized and

more heavily dependent on trap fishing than fishermen living closer to the Atlantic; the latter are,

as well, somewhat more flexible and diverse in their ownership ofvessels, their uses ofgears, and

their target species, depending on various kinds of nets, shrimp and fish trawls, long lines, and,

when fishing in inside waters, traps and pound nets.

Fishermen in all regions expressed deep concern over water quality and crowding

problems, but the specific dimensions of these problems also varied across regions. For example,

fishermen in the Pamlico region were concerned about nutrient loading in the Neuse River,

pollution from phosphate mining, and the recent discovery of the toxic dinoflagellate known as

.pfiesteria picimorte. Fishermen in the southern region were concerned about damaged substrates

due to beach reclamation, while fishermen in the Albemarle were concerned about discharge from

pulp mills. Fishermen in all regions except Eastern Dare were concerned about the growth of

contract hog production east ofI-95 and its related pollutants.

The social problems involving fishermen are less diverse across regions, but still vary

regionally. Fishermen in all regions expressed the belief that commercial fishing and the fishing

way oflife are being increasingly overregulated and, in some cases, unjustly criminalized. They

perceive DMF enforcement as uneven and biased and perceive a breakdown ofcommunication

between DMF and the commercial fishing community. Public hearings and workshops have not

provided adequate forums for feedback, at times intimidating fishermen with formal procedures

and demands on their public speaking abilities. All fishermen suffer from some incursions on their

fishing practices by recreational and leisure interests, including real estate development causing

access problems and organized recreational fishing interests lobbying against certain gears and for

increasing recreational allocations offish stocks. Finally, in some regions of the state, there have

been tensions between fishermen and dealer/processors over the organization and deployment of

fishing fleets.

Findings: Classification System. The data and information compiled by this study suggest

seven classes of fishermen that fall into the two broad categories of recreational and commercial

fishermen. The first four categories are commercial fishing classes and the last three are

recreational groups. These include:
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1. Full-time, owner-operator fishermen. This is the group that depends heavily on fishing as

their primary source of income and whom the committee has expressed desire to protect as

"professional" fishermen. Recent accounts place their numbers between 1,700 and 1,800

individuals.

2. Full-time, fleet fishermen. These are fishermen who are similar to class # 1 fishermen, except

fish primarily for seafood dealers or processors, sometime fishing dealers/processors' gear

from dealer/processors' vessels.

3. Part-time, retired/poor fishermen. These individuals rely on the marine resources of the state

to supplement retirement incomes or lift them above poverty levels. Few full-time fishermen

wish to see these fishermen suffer under new restrictions on fishing and sales of seafood.

4. Part-time fishermen with full-time shore-based employment. This group constitutes the most

problematic for fishery managers under current political conditions. Most full-time fishermen

view these individuals as primarily responsible for the crowding problems and for problems

associated with unattended gear.

5. Professional Recreational Fishermen: Pier Owners and Charter Boat Captains. These

individuals, generally, oppose saltwater recreational fishing license proposals, with the former

viewing it as an assault on their business and the latter viewing it as simply another tax. They

agree, however, that there is a need for fees for improved enforcement ofregulations and for

enhancement ofthe fisheries.

6. Independent recreational fishermen. These are fishermen who do not belong to recreational

fishing clubs. In general, they are more tolerant ofcommercial fishing practices, and less in

support ofa license, than recreational fishermen who belong to clubs.

7. Affiliated recreational fishermen. These individuals tend to be more hostile toward

commercial fishing interests, probably due to inflammatory literature produced by various

recreational fishing interests, yet are more cognizant of their need to support the resource with

fees through licensing.

We conclude with a consideration ofregulations in other states, focusing in particular on
\

the state ofMaine. Maine and North Carolina share several social and ecological characteristics

and thus Maine's model ofregional councils may be particularly relevant to the regional

distinctions that currently divide North Carolina fisheries.
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• Fifth, this diversity and flexibility has some implications for managing the fisheries of the state.

Although fishermen tend to be defined by the primary species they target and gears they use

to capture those species, such as shrimpers using otter trawls or crabbersusing crab pots,
•

North Carolinafishermen become more alike one another, often, in the secondary speciesthey

target and, in particular, the gears they use for those species. Fishermenwho call themselves

shrimpersand fishermen who call themselves crabbers, for example, both tend to use gill nets

to fish either for bait or for fish such as flounder, mullet, croaker, and spot. Whereas it may

seem most sensible to classify fishermen in the state as either shrimpers, crabbers, long-liners,

etc., it may be more accurate to classify them in terms of a hierarchy that illustratesthat more

North Carolinafishing families use gill nets than use either crab pots or shrimp trawls, as

follows:

Figure 1. Hierarchical Dlustrating Relationship Between Secondary and Primary Gears in

North Carolina Fisheries

Gill Netters

Shrimpers Crabbers

• Sixth,North Carolina fisheries are highly localized. The sites listed in table 1 and detailed

later on maps illustrate the diversity oftypes ofoperations even within relatively confined

areas. Those sites with access to both inlandand off-shorewaters, such as fishermen based in

Wanchese or the Outer Banks or Carteret County, have more options available to them to

shift among fisheries and even between recreational and commercial sectors (such as operating

as charter boat fishermen) than fishermen based along the Parnlico River or Albemarle Sound.

Some fishermen, recognizing the advantagesto these different locations, dock boats at more

than one location or utilize more than one launching and landingfacility. However, several

fishermen we interviewedhad little or no idea about the character of fisheries fewer than fifty

to sixty milesaway.

• Seventh, regional differences occur among the fisheries as we move from North to South, yet

are more pronounced as we move from East to West. For example, those fishermen who fish
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in the Albemarle Sound are more like fishermen of the Pamlico River than they are like those

who operate out ofWanchese. Urban and rural distinctions also figure into these differences,

fishing strategies of around the Nags Head/Manteo more similar to Morehead City and

Wilmington fishing strategies than they are toward those ofEastern Dare further down the

Outer Banks. Indeed, we use proximity to urban areas as a way of differing groups of

fishermen from one another.

• Finally, with the exception ofcrab processing plants, most shore sites are staffed by relatively

few people on land; most of the work of off-loading, icing, and other handling of the catch is

done by fishermen.

The maps that accompany the section on commercial fishing, below, include information

from the 25 sites we visited, showing fishing locations servicing over fifty vessels and locations

servicing under five. A list of principal species handled at the sites includes all those that are

commercially valuable; key informants at most sites reported between three and seven major

species being landed or handled.

The sites we visited represent most of the common coastal locations that organize and

focus fishing excursions in the state:

1. fish houses, that ice and pack fish and shellfish for shipment;

2. processing establishments, that cut fish, pick crabs, or shuck scallops or oysters;

3. clusters of fishing vessels and gear, usually near launching facilities such as ramps or

service centers such as marinas; and

4. private family fishing locations.

These four types of sites represent most ofthe commercial fishing locations in the state.

They constitute what Antonius Robben calls cultural foci, anchoring, directing, and orienting

fishing behaviors in ways that both confine fishermen to specific territories and fishing practices

and provide them with opportunities to expand those territories and fishing practices: "Cultural

foci," writes Robben, "are material objectifications ofcultural practices. They orient practices in

material ways, just as the separation of the sleeping quarters of captain and crew directs the social
\

interaction aboard ship" (1989: 16). In this study, we incorporate them into our classification

system, finding that the character ofone's landing and docking arrangements reflect a fisherman's
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relationship to the processing and dealersector and exert someinfluence over his or her fishing

behaviors and vulnerability to regulations.

Most ofthe siteswe visited are family owned and operated, although some include large

populations ofpeople tied to the enterprise by employment ~ather than kinship. The presence of

large numbers ofemployed captains or seafood workersconstitutes one of the principal features

distinguishing betweenfarnily-owned-and-operated and family-owned (but not wholly family

operated) firms. At each site, we solicited comments about the problems associated with fishing

site. Summarized, these comments fall into five general categories:

1. Comments reflecting dismay over competition and conflict betweenleisure uses and

commercial uses ofthe coast. Given that these are centersof commercial fishing activity, it

maynot be surprising that most of the problems associated with these sites derive from

somewhat strained relations with leisure uses of the coastalenvironment. This is not confined

to conflicts betweenrecreational and commercial fishermen, but includes difficulties deriving

from navigational problems, space, and different viewsabout coastal development and

aesthetics.

2. Comments reflecting prevailing beliefs about the habits offish, such as the idea that fish

populations go up and down in cycles (often a seven-year cycle).

3. Comments reflecting economic attributes of the fisheries.

4. Comments reflecting an interest in preserving the family heritage offishing.

5. Comments reflecting the frustration offishermen with regulations that seemto them senseless

or politically motivated.

Regarding the probable impacts ofvariousregulations and licensing requirements, several

of the quotes suggest that fishermen desire assurances fromthe state that the sacrifices fishermen

are forced to make are for the protectionofthe resourceinstead ofthe protectionofone interest

group over another, such as dealers/processors benefiting at the expense offamily fishermen,

recreational fishermen benefiting at the expense ofcommercial fishermen, or trawlersbenefiting at

the expenseoftrap fishermen. Most observers ofNorth Carolina fishing families agree that there

existsa crisisoflegitimacy in fishery legislation in this state: that is, both commercial and

recreational fishermen are extremely suspicious that there are hidden long-termagendas behind

regulations designed to alter, radically, currentand future fishing practices, and that these agendas
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Two other, related ways to group fishers within this diverse ecological region, based on

interviews and observations made during cultural mapping and in related research, include spatial

considerations, such as the difference between fishing operations that are concentrated around

seafood processing/marketing facilities and operations dispersed along protected waterways.

Organizational differences define different classes offishing operations as well, such as those that

are household-organized as opposed to fisheries organized by seafood dealers or processors.

Neither of these classification criteria necessarily imply specific species sought, annual

rounds, fishing strategies, or even gears and vessels used. Nevertheless, we can illustrate this

distinction simply by comparing the industrial docks at Wanchese or Beaufort Inlet and crabbers

moored at individual private docks or in small clusters along creeks, such as those found

throughout the two huge peninsulas separated by the Pamlico River between the Neuse and the

Albemarle Sound. These distinctions become important in so far as these factors influence

behavior, including response to new regulations. Historical evidence suggests that, in fact, these

spatial patterns and organizational features may well entail other behaviors.

North Carolina's principal fisheries have changed considerably through time, yet certain

historical continuities thread through the fishing lifestyles we find on the coast from prehistoric

and colonial times to the present. Some of the crabbing, eeling families who inhabit the swampy

regions ofHyde County depend on the flora and fauna ofthe Tidewater nearly as completely as

the Algonquin peoples who inhabited Eastern North Carolina long before the birth ofVirginia

Dare. John Forest's 1980s account ofTidewater North Carolina (1988) describes a community of

people whose livelihoods depended on combining commercial crabbing, eeling, gill net fishing,

hunting, trapping, and hiring out as guides to hunters and sportsfishermen. In and around the

upper reached of the Albemarle Sound, at the mouths of the Roanoke and Chowan Rivers, one

can still find people who string together seasonal work in the herring fishery, hunting, logging,

and occasional farming.

Two ofthe earliest fisheries in North Carolina provided an organizational template for

fisheries that continues, in altered form, today. The early herring fisheries on the Chowan River
\

and the Albemarle Sound were highly capitalized fisheries in which harvesting and processing

were as tightly integrated as today's menhaden fishery. At the other extreme were the casual,

almost passive, shore-based whaling operations organized by groups of families from the barrier
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islands, highly seasonal and sporadic, where the harvesting, processing, and marketing of the

catch were accomplished by the same families that landed the whales.

Between these two extremes were the kinds ofoperations that the herring fishery

eventually became following the Civil War, when a Union veteran returned to North Carolina and
\

introduced the pound net: a group of commercial harvesters fishing as independents yet tied to a

processing/marketing sector by means ofvarious informal and credit relationships. Today these

organizational forms can be found in the state's principal fisheries.

lIT. Recreational and Subsistence Fishing in North Carolina

Recreational and subsistence fishing in North Carolina derive from time-honored traditions

that date back to the days that inland residents set up temporary shelters on the Outer Banks to

fish for striped bass, redfish, bluefish, and other species that would keep through the year by

means of smoking or salting. Alongside the great commercial herring fisheries ofthe 17th

century, families of pioneers, slaves, and Native Americans typically dip-netted herring for salted

or corned fish that would feed them during the winter months. Early photographs of tourists to

Nags Head and Beaufort often show groups ofanglers standing beside strings ofbass or prize

tuna, or steam-powered party boats returning from day trips to the Gulf Stream. For generations

every year, families from the piedmont and mountains of the state flock to the piers and coastal

motels during the annual runs of spot and bluefish, filling coolers with enough fish to last nearly

all year. Sportfishing, charter and party boat fishing, fishing from piers, and engaging in the

leisure activities that accompany fishing trips to the coast have been as important as hunting and

decoy-carving among the traditions ofNorth Carolina's coast for several generations.

Unlike anglers in most other states, however, saltwater recreational fishing behaviors in

North Carolina has been difficult to track and monitor due to the lack ofa license for sampling

purposes. Thus the state lacks information on thousands ofrecreational fishermen, having little or

no idea of the extent of their collective impact on the marine environment.

To address this information deficit, we conducted structured interviews with 178

recreational and other non-commercial (e.g. subsistence) fishermen located by three methods: 1)

an intercept sample of90 individuals administered questionnaires at North Carolina fishing

structures, such as piers, jetties and bridges; 2) a mail-out sample of41 individuals who were

listed on DMF licensing data as possessing commercial licenses but not Endorsements to Sell; and
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3) a mail-out sample of47 individuals generated by the Coastal Conservation Association of

North Carolina (formerly the Atlantic Coast Conservation Association or ACCA). The response

rates to the mail-out samples were 31.5% for sample 2 and 47% for sample 3; many of the

individuals on the DMF license list, however, either had no commercial license or had an

Endorsement to Sell, and thus were excluded from the sample. A copy of the questionnaire is

included in Appendix A. We present the frequencies and statistical analyses comparing

subsamples of this population below. As noted in the Executive Summary, the idea ofa saltwater

fishing license receives widespread support among organized recreational fishermen (those

belonging to clubs) but less support from those who do not belong to sportfishing organizations.

Club membership is, in fact, an important predictive variable in terms ofother fishing behaviors

and attitudes as well. Frequency distributions describe the entire sample and offer some basis for

the interpretation of the comparative results below.

General Findings

Demographic Considerations. The fishermen we interviewed for this portion of the study

were overwhelmingly white males (95%) between the ages of2I and 79, with the average being

in their late forties (48.3 years). One quarter were between 20 and 41 years ofage, one quarter

between 40 and 48, one quarter between 47 and 59, and the remaining quarter over 59 years of

age. Most (89%) were North Carolina residents, only 7.1% had not finished high school, and .

over 60% had had some training or education after high school. Slightly more than three-fourths

(77%) were married at the time of the interview, with 11.% never having married and the

remainder either divorced/separated (6.9%) or widowed (4%). Four out offive interviewed had

some children, yet only 41.9% lived in households with more than two individuals; only 13.3%

were retired. Briefly, it seems clear, the findings below apply to an older population ofwhite

males whose children have left home and who are relatively well educated.

FishingLocations. Influenced by our sampling methodology, ofcourse, 40.6% ofthe

fishermen we interviewed fish most often from manmade structures, 34.3% from private boats,

19.4% from the beach or bank, and the remainder from other locations such as charter boats or a
\

combination ofthe others. Fully 78.5% ofthose interviewed fish primarily in state waters (rivers,

sounds, or less than 3 miles from shore), with only 12.8% reporting that they fish most often more

than three miles from shore, in federal waters, and the vast majority (83.1 %) rarely fishing in fresh
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water. Clearly, then, over three-fourths of those in our sample overlap with the fishing territories

ofmost commercial fishermen in the state.

We elicited 65 favorite specific, named fishing locations from fishermen, ranging from

Nags Head in the north to points in and around Holden Beach and Shell Island in the South, thus

covering most of the coast. Again, our sampling strategy favored fishermen who fished from

piers, bridges, other manmade structures, and beaches; just under one in five fishermen did not

have a favored fishing location. Data from this sample suggest that recreational fishers thus return

again and again to the same locations to fish, establishing individual and family traditions. They

share this localized strategy with commercial fishermen, who, as noted in the cultural mapping

section above, tend to fish in a fairly narrow range of territories.

Fishing Effort. Anglers interviewed fish from one to 330 days per year. Average fishing

effort is around 42 days/year, which would be 80% ofthe weekends, yet this varies widely within

the sample. One third of the sample fish from 1 to 15 days per year; another third fish from 15 to

30; and another third fish more than 30 days per year. Only 17% fish more than one day per week

per year. These individuals tend to be slightly older than the average age in the total sample, 53

as opposed to 48.3 years old, and to be slightly less likely to join clubs, but otherwise vary little

from the remainder of the population. One quarter of the anglers interviewed fish between one

and four hours when interviewed or on a typical fishing excursion, one quarter fish from five to

six hours, one quarter from seven to eight hours, and one quarter more than eight hours.

Target Species. When they do fish, although slightly more than a third of the population

has no target species (35.3%), the most commonly sought species include: king mackerel,

flounder, trout, spot, bluefish, and Spanish mackerel, each mentioned by between 5 and 10% of

those interviewed. Fishermen did list 34 species offish and shellfish when asked if they preferred

to catch specific species, however. They catch these species, ofcourse, primarily with hook and

line, which 93% report using most of the time; nevertheless, nearly a quarter (22.5%) use some

form ofcommercial fishing gear, including crab pots, shrimp trawls, and gill nets. Nearly one

third (28.7%) rely on commercial fishermen for bait to catch these species.

Disposition ofthe Catch. In terms ofthe disposition of the catch, we found that around

one third eat 100% oftheir catch and only 3% eat none of their catch; fully two-thirds of those

interviewed reported that they and their families eat the fish they catch at least one day per week,
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suggesting that these fish may in fact be a cornerstone of some household diets. Around three

fourths give some oftheir catch away (usually about halfwhat they catch), and under 10% sell

their catch. Just over 20% release some ofthe fish they catch.

Fishing Traditions. Magazines. and ClubMemberships. Nearly half (49.4%) of the

population reported having no set annual fishing tradition, and most ofthose who listed fishing

traditions simply stated that they fished around the same time every year. Fewer fishermen

(42.90.10) subscribe to any fishing magazines and even fewer of those interviewed (68.6%) belong

to recreational fishing clubs. Around 10% rely on commercial fishermen to tell them about fishing

locations. Ofthose who do belong, the most (85% ofclub members; 26.9% ofentire sample)

belong to the CCANC (formerly the ACCA). Only around 23% ofthe population have attended

recreational fishing club meetings, and only 10.6% attend regularly. Indeed, attending meetings is

rare among those interviewed, with only 28.9% attending a public hearing on commercial fishing,

19% attending a hearing on coastal development, and 14.9% attending a hearing on coastal

industry. Neither was participation in fishing tournaments high, with only around one quarter of

those interviewed saying they had entered one.

Vessel Ownership. Boat ownership is relatively common among those interviewed, with

58.4% reporting that they owned boats. These are usually smaller vessels, between 8 and 29 feet

in length. One third of the boat-owning population possess boats shorter than 15 feet, one third

possess boats between 15 and 20 feet, and one third possess boats between 20 and 30 feet.

Licensing. Ofcourse, a central part ofour study was to assess the desire for a saltwater

fishing license, and many ofthe comparisons below seek to discover those variables that predict

the propensity to accept or reject licensing in North Carolina saltwater recreational fisheries. We

asked several questions related to licensing, beginning with whether or not they possessed licenses

for hunting and freshwater fishing, finding that 43.7% interviewed possessed the former and 51%

the latter. Did prior possession oflicensing influence their attitudes toward a saltwater

recreational fishing license? Our data suggest that the possession ofa freshwater fishing license

does positively affect one's attitude toward saltwater licensing, but that possessing a hunting
\

license has little to no effect:
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No License

Yes

Conditional Yes

Table 2. Freshwater Fishing License Possession By Attitudes Toward a Saltwater Recreational

Fishing (SRF) License

Attitude Toward SRF License License Possession

No Yes

28% 20%

8% 16%

13% 15%

chi-square p=.033 (statistically significant)

Table 3. Hunting License Possession By Attitudes Toward a Saltwater Recreational Fishing

(SRF) License

Attitude Toward SRF License License Possession

No License

Yes

Conditional Yes

No

29"!cI

12%

16%

Yes

18%

13%

12%

chi-square p=.362 (statistically insignificant)

These figures suggest that those with freshwater fishing licenses are slightly more

amenable to the idea of a SRF license than those who do not have fishing licenses. In the total

population, anglers were split about half and half over the question ofa saltwater recreational

fishing license, with 48.3% opposed and the remainder in favor oflicensing recreational fishers.

Ofthe 51.7% in favor ofthe license, however, slightly more than halffavor a saltwater fishing

license only under certain conditions, primarily insisting that the fees collected from such a license

be used to enhance saltwater recreational fishing. Over two-thirds (69%) favor the use offees for

the enforcement offishing regulations, 81.5% favor the use offees for conservation measures,

and 66.2% favor the use offees for fisheries research. About one third of those interviewed favor

species stamps on licenses, that would give anglers permission to fish for certain species, similar

to duck stamps. When asked how much they would be willing to pay for a SRF license, one

quarter said $10.00, around 29% said under $10.00, and most ofthe remainder (42.3%) said

between $10.00 and $25.00 (n=156; 22 respondents refused to answer this question.
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A Comparative Analysis ofRecreational Fishers

We designed the questionnaire specifically to allow comparisons within the recreational

fishing population along several grounds. Among the more important comparisons are between

those who belong to fishing clubs and those who do not, since the leaders of fishing clubs often

claim to represent the opinions ofanglers throughout the state. Our comparisons show that this is

not always the case: recreational fishing organizations represent anglers with viewpoints that are

not widely shared among all recreational fishermen. Specifically, club members are more in favor

ofa saltwater recreational fishing license than those who do not belong to clubs, are more likely

to fish from boats, and differ from independent anglers in terms ofa number ofattitudes they

hold.

Club membership does not seem tied to fishing effort, however, as the following data

show; for both groups, variation within the population is quite large and average days are not

different enough to demonstrate significance:

Table 4. Club Membership By Fishing Effort

Club Membership Days Per Year Fishing Effort

Minimum Maximum Mean

41.3

43.1

Private Boat

34.2%

54.5%

1

5

330

275

(not significant)

Fishing effort does vary slightly by fishing location, however, with those fishing from a boat

fishing between 10 and 13 days fewer per year than those fishing from the shore. Club

membership does predict, slightly, whether one does fish from a boat, manmade structure, or a

beach or bank:

Table 5. Club Membership By Fishing Location

Club Membership Fishing Location

Beach/Bank Manmade Structure

14.2% 43.3%

30.9% 14.5%

chi-square=17.592; df=2;p=.OOO (significant)

No

Yes

No

Yes
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Numberwho agree

63.03%

47.06%

Table 16. Agreement with Statement, "Sportsfisherrnen spend significantly more dollars per fish

caught than commercial fishermen and are, therefore, more economically important to many local

economies," by Club Membership.

ClubMembership Number who disagree

No 36.97%

Yes 52.94%

chi-square p=.053 (significant)

Table 17. Agreement with Statement, "There is littlehope for compromise betweencommercial

and recreational fishing interests in this state," by Club Membership.

ClubMembership Numberwho disagree Numberwho agree

No 47.37% 52.63%

Yes 37.50% 62.50%

(not significant)

These figures suggestboth heartening and disturbing consequences of clubmembership in

the state. Evidently, belonging to a fishing clubmakes one more responsible in terms of sharing

the cost of resource management with commercial fishermen, as indicated by the attitudes toward

licensing and toward the questions about everyone beingregulated. Yet clubmembership also has

a tendencyto shiftblame for declines in fishery stocksfrom pollution and habitat degradation to

overfishing.

Professional Recreational Fishermen

Charter Boat Captains

Charter boat captains occupya position betweenrecreational and commercial fishermen

and, in fact, often movebetweenwinter commercial fishing and running chartersduringthe

summer. A few we interviewed for this studycomefrom long family traditionsoffishing, both

commercially and as charter boat captains, and maintain strong social linkswith the commercial

fishing industry in the state.
,

Of course, nearly all of their business as charterboat operators occurs duringthe summer

monthsand most oftheir clientele are tourists, but charterboat captains reported fishing heavily

into the fall and beginning in the late spring. Ifwe consider that the heavytourist season lasts
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from Memorial Day to Labor Day, charter boat captains extend that time period by a few months

on either end. Evidently, too, some sporadic chartering occurs during the winter months as well.

We were only able to interview 15 charter boat captains, because many were either unable

or unwilling to participate. Nevertheless, these share several of the same opinions and overlap
\

with the opinions ofother charter boat captains we interviewed in other research phases (cultural

mapping, in-depth interviews, and focus groups). In particular, regarding a saltwater recreational

fishing license, charter boat captains are almost uniformly opposed to such a license, but less on

the grounds that it would cause reductions in business than they considered it yet another

inconvenience to their customers. Most admitted that their customers, willing to spend hundreds

of dollars to come to the state or to the coast to fish, probably wouldn't stop coming because of

an extra five or ten dollars for a license, yet added comments like, "I feel like people are

overtaxed already," or "It's like putting a tax on the people and another tax on the charter boat."

There was little doubt about how the fees from licensing, if imposed, should be used:

nearly everyone we interviewed said that the fees should return to the fisheries. First and

foremost, captains agreed that there was a need for greater enforcement, although many here refer

to federal enforcement, because several we interviewed fish between 75% and 100% oftheir time

in federal waters. Captains also mentioned that fees from licensing should be used for the

development of the fisheries themselves, either through stock enhancement research or the

development of artificial reefs.

Because charter boat captains operate out oftourist centers, they are becoming

increasingly disturbed about coastal access and congestion problems. While competition over

space in federal waters tends not to be a problem, the increase in boating and jet ski traffic in in

shore waters during the summer months presents safety hazards and inconveniences that, they

believe, did not exist five to ten years ago.

Pier Owners

Similar to charter boat captains, pier owners oppose a saltwater recreational fishing

license, but they were more likely to base their opposition on business considerations rather than

political attitudes. Pier owners believe that their businesses would suffer with the imposition ofa

license, putting an additional cost and inconveniencing their customers and increasing their own

burdens by forcing them to explain to long time visitors that they will have to begin purchasing
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licenses. Above, of course, we noted that most anglers we interviewed through the intercept

method on North Carolina piers opposed a saltwater recreational fishing license; it should come as

little surprise that pier owners agree with their customers.

Iflicenses are imposed, however, most pier owners agreed that they would prefer a single

pier license as opposed to having to license every one of their customers. Amounts mentioned for

pier licenses ranged from $500 $3,000. Unanimously, pier owners we interviewed favored

putting fees from licensing into enforcement first and resource enhancement programs second,

with the principal object ofenforcement efforts being net fishermen (especially illegal net

fishermen).

Summary

It is quite clear that attitudes toward a saltwater recreational fishing license in North

Carolina vary according to one's position relative to the resource. Those who belong to clubs and

are more likely to fish from boats are far more likely to support licensing than those who do not

belong to clubs and who fish from beaches, piers, bridges, and other shore locations. In addition,

the charter boat captains and pier owners we interviewed were, without exception, opposed to a

saltwater recreational fishing license for political reasons, economic reasons, or both, reflecting, in

part, the attitudes of their patrons. These distinctions within the recreational fishing conununity

in North Carolina will become important in our classification system, outlined in section VI

below.

IV. North Carolina Commercial Fishing

Fewer than 2,000 families in North Carolina sell more than $10,000 worth of seafood

annually, yet these full-time, professional, largely owner-operator fishermen support a conunercial

fishing infrastructure composed of the following:

a) a seafood processing and marketing sector ofbetween 750 and 850 firms employing

between 4,000 and 6,000 seasonal and year-round personnel (Griffith 1993, 1994, 1995; National

Marine Fisheries Service 1995; US Department ofLabor 1994).

b) gear manufacturers and dealers whose manufacturing traditions date back to the
,

seventeenth century and who today provide local employment for residents of several rural

counties where employment opportunities are limited.
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c) service centers that provide fuel, ice, welding, boat repairs, insurance, banking, and

other services to commercial fishing families.

d) crew numbering between 2,000 and 3,000.

In addition, these 2,000 families of commercial fishermen contribute directly and indirectly
\

to several state agencies, special commissions and committees, and universities. Without them,

the Division ofMarine Fisheries would have far less legitimacy or justification for continued

funding. They provide assistance and information to marine biologists, sociologists,

anthropologists, and others interested in coastal issues, and they monitor and observe the state's

marine resources on a daily basis throughout the year, reporting fish kills, illegal dumping and

spills, and illegal fishing practices. And ofcourse they provide visitors to the coast and

consumers throughout the state and along the eastern seaboard with high quality, fresh seafood,

seafood products, and other marine products such as fish meals and oils.

North Carolina's seafood industry may be small in terms ofnumbers ofindividuals

involved in the direct harvest of fish and shellfish, but it is stitched into coastal economy and

society by so many threads that it promotes social, cultural, and economic diversity to the North

Carolina coast. This quality is important in today's climate of increasing economic insecurity,

insecurity that derives, in large part, from low-wage, low-skill jobs in which people descend from

no tradition ofapprenticeship or craftsmanship and perceive no future (Reich 1993).

This quality ofenhancing coastal diversity derives, as well, from the character ofNorth

Carolina commercial fisheries themselves. Within anyone region, full-time, owner operator

fishermen rarely specialize in anyone species or gear, instead switching among gears and target

species through the course of the year. There are broad north-south distinctions in the fisheries

and broad east-wet distinctions as well. At a general level, those further inland tend to specialize

in the late spring and summer crab and eel industries, gill-netting or working pound nets either

alongside their traps, in conjunction with them (often for bait), or during other times of the year,

and those closer to the Atlantic more likely to combine shrimp trawling and various kinds of

ocean fishing (long-lines or sink nets, for example) with winter clamming, scalloping, or, more

rarely today, oystering. Yet a number offairly localized and seasonally constricted fisheries also

exist, such as the late spring herring fishery in the Albemarle Sound and its adjacent rivers or the

fall mullet fishery along the Outer Banks, and full-time commercial fishermen tend to take
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advantage of these localized fisheries whenever they can. The flexibility to move among and

between fisheries, both on a seasonal basis and from year to year, is a hallmark ofNorth Carolina

fishing, particularly in those regions of the state where access to in-shore and off-shore waters is

possible.

Certainly one of the industry's central defining features is that it exhibits a great deal of

internal variation. This variation occurs along several lines, yet our research indicates that three

sources ofvariation are particularly important in terms ofunderstanding different groups of

fishing families' motives for fishing, strategies, target species, gears, and social problems in which

they become involved:

1. regional/ecological sources ofvariation;

2. variation that derives from fishing families' and their associated fishing centers' proximity to

metropolitan areas;

3. variation that derives from fishing families' relationships to the marketing and processing

sectors.

In combination, these three factors influence fishers' primary and secondary target species,

the gears they utilize (including vessels), the stock assessment and biological issues that are

relevant to their lifestyles and fisheries, the principal social problems they face both on and off the

water, and their survival and coping strategies, including their participation or lack ofparticipation

in the political process and their acceptance of or resistance to, new regulatory initiatives.

Recognizing the importance ofregional/ecological factors, we collected information by

means ofin-depth interviews and focus groups in five regions of the state. These regions

correspond, roughly, to the regions noted by Johnson and Orbach in their sampling strategy:

1. Southern, consisting of that part of the state south of the Neuse River, since the Neuse has

been, historically and prehistorically, an important boundary between northern and southern

coastal populations (Swanton 1946; Mathis and Crow 1993). This region includes New

Hanover County, which is one of the fastest growing counties in the nation. Shrimp trawling

is common in this area, combined with gill-netting flounder. Some individuals we interviewed
\

leased oyster gardens in this region, yet this is becoming more rare with increasing water

quality problems in this area.
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2. CarteretJM:iddle Eastern, consistingofthe BeaufortlMorehead City metropolitan area, Bogue

Banks and Sound, Core Sound, and the long peninsula and neighboring islandsknown,

collectively, as Down East. Full time fishermen in this region exhibit some of the most diverse

fishing strategies in the state. While shrimp trawling lies at the core ofmany operations, it,
tends to be one of at least three or four different fisheries, including winter scalloping and

clamming, gill-nettingdifferent finfish species. This area, ofcourse, is home to the menhaden

fleet, the highly specialized, vertically integrated fishery that is quite distinct from other

fisheries in the state.

3. Pamlicol Middle Western, consistingof the peninsula and neighboring islandsbetween the

Neuse and Pamlico Rivers and the southern shore of the peninsulabetween the PamlicoRiver

and the Albemarle Sound. This is the heart ofthe blue crab industry, although fishers will mix

crabbing with gill-nettingflounder and other finfish; in addition, peeler operations are not

uncommon in this region.

4. Albemarle, consisting ofthe waters and surroundingland between the Roanoke and Alligator

Rivers, includingthe Albemarle and Currituck Sounds. Similar to the Middle Western region,

those who crab in this region are likelyto set eel pots, operate pound nets for herring and

other finfish, and gill-net for flounder when they can maneuveraround the thickening striped

bass population.

5. Eastern Dare/Outer Banks, consistingofthe area from the WancheselManteolNagsHead

metropolitan area to Ocracoke along the Outer Banks. Many ofthe fishermen ofthis region

fish in federal waters, operating a range ofnets and hook-and-lineoperations (long-lines),

includingfish and shrimptrawls. Pot or trap fisheries are less common in these waters than in

other regions, and charter boating is a viable option for many commercial fishermen who

move between heavy winter fishing and operating charters for summer tourists. The seasonal

runs ofmullet, spot, and other species fill in gaps in other fisheries in these waters.

Each ofthese areas varies internally in terms ofthe relations within the processing and

marketing sectors and proximityto urban areas and, consequently, in terms ofthe other factors

listed above (species, gear, biological issues, socialproblems, etc.). Because these three factors

combine to definethe specificdimensions of any locality's or fishing village's behavior toward the

state's marine resources, North Carolina fisheries tend to be extremelycompartmentalized.
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Fishermen in one area frequently possess little or no knowledge about fishermen and fishing

practices less than fifty miles away, despite their practicing similar fishing techniques and targeting

similar species from place to place. These internal distinctions will become more clear in the

following analysis.

Results ofIn-depth Interviews and Focus Groups

Most social scientific analyses offishing in North Carolina focus exclusively on a narrow

range of fishing behaviors and techniques without considering the location of specific fisheries in

tenns of regional and local social and cultural processes, including those that derive from

historical traditions and policy decisions. All North Carolina fisheries are influenced by and

influence such larger contexts, however, and to detach them from these larger contexts is,

unfortunately, to distort reality. It is for this reason that the advanced anthropological and

sociological methods combine survey administration with more in-depth interviewing and data

collection techniques that enable us to interpret the data from surveys as accurately as possible.

The survey's principal strength is that it measures a representative sample offishermen

with the same yardstick; its principal weakness is that that yardstick only takes a single reading at

a single time, and that it runs the risk ofcoaching respondents toward their responses. Surveys

thus always need to be supplemented with alternative data collection techniques, including in

depth interviews, transect walks or rides (walks or rides through areas ofintense fishing activity

with local fishermen to explain the importance ofdifferent behaviors), mapping, conducting and

analyzing focus groups, and relying on secondary source data from earlier scientific reports,

newspaper articles, and data collected on other fisheries in other areas of the country.

In particular, the most sophisticated social scientific analysis utilizes a method known as

traingulation, where researchers interview individuals representing different political and

economic positions, social class backgrounds, and cultural traditions about the same or similar

sets of issues-such as licensing and other regulations-and then compare the responses for areas

of agreement and disagreement. Throughout our analysis, we triangulate responses for accurate

readings on issues about which respondents are likely to be biased because ofeconomic interests
, \

or political affiliations, paying close attention to those areas where we find broad agreement, and

examining more critically those areas where less consensus.
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from one another (e.g. part-time commercial fishermen from full time). At the same time, to

estimate impacts ofnew regulations, we used the opportunities provided by the focus groups to

capture the range ofperceptions toward new regulations.

The analysis that follows draws on both the in-depth interviews and the texts of the focus

groups. Data derived from open-ended interviewing ofthis nature are often dismissed as

"anecdotal," reducing their authority, yet we point out that, as shown in Appendix A, these

interviews followed a standard protocol; in addition, we took care to select informants from every

region ofthe state and representing different fisheries and different levels and kinds of

involvement in fisheries. And most importantly, to they extend that they resemble anecdotes,

anecdotes are, ofcourse, important as actual experiences of individuals deeply involved in North

Carolina fisheries. This phase ofresearch generated between 85 and 100 hours oftaped

conversations with commercial fishermen and charter boat captains. We cannot, however, present

all of the issues raised in these conversations, nor share the full texts ofthe interviews with the

Committee (for reasons of confidentiality). For the sake ofparsimony, then, we present the

results of this extensive and extremelytime-consuming phase of research in summaryform,

includingexemplarypassages in the analysis. Whilewe cannot help but address the technical

dimensions offishermen and fishing styles in each region (i.e., vessels, gears, species, and

seasons), we focus primarily on the cultural and sociological dimensions, since the technical

dimensions are, forthe most part, being reported by Johnson and Orbach. Much ofthe discussion

that follows focuses on the problemsfacing fishermen, primarily because early in our research we

discovered that fishermen tend to see themselvesand their fishing activities as becoming ever

more deeply involved in social problems, especially those ofa politicaland economic nature; in

the most severe cases, fishermen believetheir way of life is becoming increasingly criminalized.

As such, we need to consider the social problemsfacing fishermen in North Carolina as defining

attributes as much as the vessels they sail, the speciesthey target, and the gears they use.

We found several common themes across the state, which will emerge in the classification

work that follows, yet fishermen and fis?ingfamilies in each region were faced with slightly

different problems and, because they specialized in different issues, possessed expertise in

different areas. These areas ofexpertise focus our discussions.

1. Southern Region.
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At the heart of this region, of course, is the Wilmington-Wrightsville Beach metropolitan

area. The recent growth and diversification of this area-including several new manufacturing

firms and a budding film industry-influence trends in commercial development and other

attributes of the economy, particularly the increasing growth in tourism and seasonal residents and

the accompanying high land and housing values. Much of the full-time, owner-operator

commercial fishing activity, and the associated seafood dealers and processing houses, is focused

south of this metropolis, between Calabash, near the South Carolina border, and Southport, once

home to menhaden boats. Lockwood Folly River, the waters south ofShallote, and the Intra

Coastal Waterway are home to several fish houses that concentrate fleets of shrimp trawlers and

smaller vessels for gill-netting finfish, but every tourist season these fishing centers are

overwhelmed by the growth of tourist traffic along barrier islands and towns such as Holden

Beach, Long Beach, and Ocean Isle Beach. A few individuals we interviewed leased oyster

gardens from the state, others were shrimpers, often traveling back and forth between North and

South Carolina waters, and others were charter boat fishermen. A few were part-time fishermen

who, over the course of several years, moved between full-time fishing a full-time employment on

shore.

Recent growth trends in New Hanover County drive many ofthe fishing issues and

practices in the Southern region. Fishermen here are particularly well-qualified to comment on

water quality issues-particularly how they have affected oyster and clam beds-and to compare

fishing practices and regulations in North and South Carolina, since many shrimpers move

between small towns like Vamumtown, in Brunswick County, and South Carolina ports. In

addition, fishermen in the area close to Wilmington, similar to fishermen near growing urban areas

elsewhere along the coast, are particularly sensitive to the importance of one's personal fishing

history in questions surrounding eligibility for commercial fishing licenses and endorsements to

sell. Fishermen here, particularly those involved in the oyster industry, have moved between

fishing and nonfishing sources of income most oftheir lives, sometimes staying out of fishing for

several months or years because ofdifficulties with the resource, yet always maintaining an

interest and an investment oftime, income, and identity in returning to the fishing way oflife. A

recent study by Garrity-Blake (1996) concluded that many ofthose who seem to have left fishing

for shore-based employment in fact remain attached to fishing, seeing the inclusion of shore
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employment in their annual rounds as an extension of the practice ofmoving among different

fisheries through the course of a year. Many of Garrity-Blake's informants were from yet another

coastal metropolitan area (Morehead CitylBeaufort), and it has been those interviewed in more

urbanized areas that are more likely to engage in this long-term fishinglnonfishing strategy. Those
\

we interviewed in the Southern region thus believe that issuing licenses or limiting entry based on

an individual's past history must reach back more than a few seasons or years, averaging fishing

efforts over five- to seven-year time periods, because levels of effort may fluctuate widely based

on problems with the resource (particularly oysters and other shellfish stocks), exceptional

employment opportunities associated with population growth (generally in construction), or other

factors. According to one fisherman:

You have times in fishing when it'll get down to - like I'm just a small-boatfisherman with an
outboard motor. I've been doing it since 1953 with the exception ofsix years - one time 17
years steady, other times I found it was profitable to go back andforth between dredges or fish
independent fishing-wise. But when fishing got bad andyou hadfour children and a house pay
ment, you had to take a job. The guy that lived out ofhis car, or lived with a girlfriend in a
trailer, he could hack right in there fishing. So I have a problem with that. In other words, the
man that goes out and hustle a little bit and supports a family, he will be penalized by a dollar
amount he's allowed to make. Because he ceases in the fishery because there just isn't that
much money in his location to make it with a small boat. Andwith the uncertainties ofthe
licensing, I wouldn't put money in a big boat today ifI didn't own one anyhow.

The specific contours ofgrowth in this region influence the kinds ofwater quality issues

fishermen discuss as threats to their ways of life. The varied economic base ofthe southern

region of the state is reflected in the variety of sources ofpollution, which include the beach

stabilization/dredging programs and golf courses (landscaping chemicals) associated with

recreational development, industrial sources associated with new and old industry in the region,

and the most widely discussed agricultural source today: the growing hog industry. Sampson and

Duplin Counties, within the Southern region's watershed, are two the top hog producing counties

in the state and in the nation, and their waste disposal methods are a constant concern among

commercial fishermen in this region. Three quotes about water quality exemplify these feelings:

Yes, the commercialfishing industry is very, very concerned about water quality. It seems they
are the only ones who were, to start with, due to the fact they were goingfishing, they were
catchingfish, crabs that have had sores on them, lesions on them. They were the first ones
noticing this, but someone that makes nothing a year comes up and makes a complaint, DEHNR
will not listen to you.
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They constantly dredge -12 months out ofthe year on the Cape Fear bar. The new proposal
for Sunny Point in the billions ofcubic yards they're gonna carry there. Not millions, but
billions ofcubic yards, because they're gonna do a complete new plan at Sunny Point, and
they're gonna dump it in the ocean. Can't possibly make sense.

A sink netter will see this, offofWrightsville Beach, 30 years ago, a mile and a halfoffthe
beach, you could not put a sink net, unless you really knew what you were doing. You were
gonna tear it up on rocks. They started renourishing the beach. People don't think that sand
goes somewhere; you can set a net anywhere you want to offWrightsville Beach now andyou're
not gonna lose it. There are just one oftwo rocks out there you get hung on, but that sand has
filled in that natural habitat.

Interviews with representatives of the recreational fishing industry in this region, however,

revealed support for beach enhancement programs, failing to see it as a cause of resource decline.

Commercial fishermen viewed dredging programs as particularly threatening to substrates, seeing

definite changes in the structure of the bottom since beginning these programs.

Discussions of these problems nearly inevitably led to the difficulty fishermen have in

organizing an effective resistance to the continued growth ofthe hog and other industries ofthe

Southern region, most ofwhich are represented by lobbyists and backed by large and well

financed industries. Competition between commercial fishing organizations and these better

financed groups is perceived as highly uneven, biased toward more well-organized industries and

those with lobbying capability.

Similarly, fishermen in this region viewed DMF enforcement as uneven and generally

inadequate, sharing this opinion with commercial fishermen in most other regions of the state and

with pier owners and other representatives ofthe recreational fishing industry as well. The

principal targets of increased enforcement, they believe, should be illegal shrimpers (those who

catch smaller shrimp by dragging nursery areas) and those individuals who have few or no sailing

skills and hence hinder easy navigation with jet skis and recreational vessels. At the same time,

fishers we interviewed around Wilmington were, like fishermen everywhere, particularly

concerned about unattended gear and the lack of attention to unattended gear by enforcement

personnel.
,

Regulations regarding shrimping, ofcourse, are at the top ofconcerns among fishermen in

this region. Specifically, many expressed desires to regulate and monitor in-shore shrimping more
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closely, to assure that juvenile shrimp have a chance to grow large enough to make it to the off

shore shrimping grounds.

The lists and maps accompanying each of these regional discussions summarize the

principal fishing practices and concerns offishermen in each region.
\

2. Carteret (Middle Eastern) Region.

Individuals interviewed in this region-including commercial fishermen, their wives, and

charter boat captains-returned again and again to subjects that derived from the character of

economic development in the region. In particular, the availability ofjobs at Cherry Point and

other areas throughout Morehead City and Beaufort, combined with the growth in real estate

development, tended to orient our respondents' conversations. These trends in economic

development have created uneasy relations between commercial fishing families who depend on

fishing for most or all of their household income and individuals who mixfull-time jobs with

relatively intensive fishing with commercial gear.

At the same time, ambivalent relations exist between the recreational and commercial

fishermen in this region. On the one hand, the growth in real estate development, tourism, and

interest in recreational fishing in the area has had some positive results for commercial fishing

families. The opening of docking facilities to accommodate increased recreational boating traffic

has created opportunities for commercial fishing families to seek alternatives to tying up at

seafood dealers' docks, allowing more independence from dealers and thereby increasing their

marketing opportunities. The increased enthusiasm for recreational fishermen has enabled some

commercial fishermen to engage in charter boat operations, but we need to be careful about

viewing this as a viable option for all commercial fishing families, since many commercial

fishermen resent the growth ofrecreational fishing traffic. Increased tourist traffic has, however,

increased demand for fresh, locally caught seafood and increased the ability offishing families to

enter the marketing sector as licensed fish dealers.

Unfortunately, the increased recreational boating and fishing traffic has caused some

crowding on waters during the summer months. Further, commercial fishermen in this region

report that recreational fishing interests have initiated several legislative initiatives designed to

allocate fish stocks between recreational and commercial fishing groups, to restrict the use of

certain gears, and restrict access to marine resources by means such as area closures, season
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• Primary Gears: Shrimp Trawl, Gill Net, Scallop and Clam Dredge, Crab Pots
• Primary Fisheries: Shrimp, Flounder, Scallops, Spot, Blue Crab, Clams
• Principal ecological/stock issues: pollution forcing fish into more crowded areas;

nutrient loading coming into Core Sound from the Neuse River; military pollution
(lead); brown and red tides; pfiesteria.

• Principal social problems: recreational/commercial fishing conflicts; conflicts
between large and small operators; uneven enforcement; real estate development.

• Earning and Coping Strategies: highly flexible, multiple-gear and -target species
fishing operations; politically and economically active spouses (including use of
spouses mates); movernen betw casual employment~amolfe0alii:rfi,s"i1~g:'''-''"~'--'IT

\

l
• Relations with marketing/processing sector: independent, with some past problems

concerning perceived price-fixing and control over coastal access points.
• Most desired regulations: ETS based on > 50% of income from commercial fishing,

based on fishing income over past five to seven years; limiting part-time fishermen
who are not retired or below the poverty line.

• Most disruptive regulations: Core Sound and weekend shrimp trawling closures; net
ban.





In summary, three primary themes emerged from this area: 1) that licensing proposals and

other new regulations should address the problem of fishermen who mix full-time and high-paid

(e.g. $40,OOO/year or more) work with part-time yet often intensive commercial fishing; 2) that

closures that limit fishing the same day every week, such as closing the sounds to trawling on

Fridays, do not allow fishermen the flexibility to respond to changing weather patterns and have

unanticipated costs for full-time commercial fishermen's incomes; and 3) that crowding of

fishermen and gears in the Core Sound and other waters close to the open ocean has occurred

because pollution has confined populations offish to smaller and smaller areas.

3. Pamlico Region.

Fishermen in this region are less flexible than fishermen in other regions in terms of their

capability or history ofmoving among a number offisheries, gears, and species through the year.

Crabbing is the mainstay of this region's fishery, of course, with some supplementary netting

activity both for baiting crab pots and for supplemental fish such as flounder. However, unlike

other regions, fishing alternatives to crabbing are less important in the total range offishing

families' household income. As such, the most pressing problems full-time fishers in this region

face are those that stem from the crowding of traps from two sources: dealers and part-time

crabbers. Crowding occurs, in particular, close to shore, especially when crabbing is banned after

a certain date due to navigational problems.

We conducted our most extensive interviews with crabbers in the central portion ofthe

state, finding their comments most illuminating regarding the proposals on limiting traps. Many

proposals, here and in other states, are based on an experimental reduction system that limits traps

slowly. Fishermen interviewed in the central portion ofNorth Carolina's estuarine system,

principally in Pamlico County, agree with gradual reduction proposals yet understand, with

somewhat more sophistication than most observers, the social contexts in which reductions take

place.

Two related pressing problems in this region are the growth in the crabber and crab pot

populations and the competition between the processing and harvesting sectors. Confusing the
\

crowding issues in the Pamlico Regions are two related developments in the processing and

marketing sector: a) development ofthe basket and peeler markets, involving more independence

from processors; b) the growth of crab processing with the temporary foreign worker program.
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Hell, I can remember when three days a week was all we could crab, in the middle ofSummer.

Because of the heated nature of these disputes, the question of licensing individuals vs.

licensing vessels or firms is especially relevant to fishermen in this region and in the Albemarle. In

addition, because many of the part-time crabbers continue to sell their crabs to the processing

houses, restrictions on part-time crabbing-generally favored by most full-time crabbers-would

be met with resistance by the processing sector.

The discussion should make it clear that relations between fishing families and seafood

dealer/processor families are central to the specific fishing behaviors we find in this region and in

the Albemarle. Whether or not fishermen in this region are intimately tied to a processor or

seafood dealer influences marketing most obviously, but also influences where they tie up their

vessels and their levels offishing effort.

In the context just described, implementing trap limits into the crabbing industry may

either cause current tensions to increase or may stabilize the industry. Almost uniformly, full

time, owner-operator crabbers we interviewed favored restricting numbers of traps (but allowing

some flexibility for trap loss), restricting the practice of processor organizing fleets ofcrabbers,

and cutting part-time crabbers much more severely than full-time crabbers. Ofcourse, these

proposals are likely to be met with opposition by processors. Without limited entry guidelines,

these proposals will encourage, eventually, a return to debt relations between fishermen and

dealers as dealers finance fishing excursions of individually licensed crabbers on the conditions

that the crabbers sell to them. Limiting the number ofcrab pots individuals are able to have,

without limiting the number ofcrabbers, will likely solve current crowding problems in the short

term only. Over time, the organizational composition of the industry may change from one of

direct vertical integration to one of subcontractual relations between processors and crabbers, but

the consequence in terms ofabsolute numbers of traps in the estuary are likely to be the same.

4. Albemarle Region.

We could almost summarize the difficulties facing commercial fishermen in this region

with two words: striped bass. Quite simply, fishermen along the northern and southern shores of

the Albemarle, whether herring fishermen, flounder fishermen, crabbers or eel potters, uniformly

complain that the striped bass population has become so large as to be a nuisance. They view

striped bass not only as a nuisance but as a threat to the other fisheries they are engaged in,
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Indeed, stripedbass seemto be a kind of lynch pin species in the entire political and

economic system. On the one hand, they represent the Albemarle's role in the Atlantic States

ecosystem-as a major nurseryarea for the fish-and they represent the politicsoffishing,

because ofthe value of stripedbass as a sportfish. At the sametime, rock threaten their herring,

shad, and blue crab populations and hence their traditionally most importantfisheries.

Fishermen in this region ofthe state resemble fishermen in the Pamlicoregion in some

regards and fishermen in the Eastern Dare region in others, and the SouthernRegion in still

others. Their similarity with the Pamlico region derivesfrom the fact that they are involved in

uneasy relations with processing houses and dealers regarding organized fleets that land hard

crabs and other fish at specific processors/dealers' facilities. Fishermen here, as opposed to

pointingto Mexican immigrant fishermen concerning this problem, pointed to Vietnamese

fishermen whom they believed were either financed or heavily encouragedby specific processors

and dealers to fish for them. They also believed that these Vietnamese fishermen were the

recipients of several forms ofgovernment assistance, including low-interest loans for fishing

vessels.

One ofthe commoncomplaints ofcrabbers, in this and other regions, was crowding, but

crowding occurs unevenly in time and space across the estuary, becoming worse or better

depending on environmental conditions, areas closures, and the entry ofmore fishermen in

response to declining catches or regulatorydevelopments in other fisheries. What occurs in

crabbing during times of"dead water" in the Albemarle can be viewed as an example ofwhat

might occur ifthe licensing systemwere designed to confine fishermen to specific fisheries.

Under dead water conditions, or conditions oflow oxygen, fishermen move pots that were

formerly spread across severaldepths and territories into the shallows, creating space problems

and associated problems of some people fishing other, neighboring pots, deliberate or accidental

destruction or theft ofneighboring gear, and all the conflicts associated with these developments.

Perhaps most importantly, it leads to increases in fishing effort. To keep up with those fishing

close to them, they increasetheir numbers of traps as well as the amount oftime they spend
,

crabbing.

Like fishermen in the Eastern Dare region, as discussed below, fishermen here expressed

deep concern about the relationships betweenNorth Carolina fisheries and those that are
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regulated, in part, by the federal government. Weakfish, striped bass, some species of flounder,

and herring were all mentioned in current jurisdictional difficulties between federal and state

agencies and, more importantly, in proposals to establish federal quotas on these species. Quotas

have the effect ofencouraging intense fishing activity, beca~se fishermen want to fish on stocks as

heavily as they can until the quota has been met. This causes crowding and safety problems,

concentrating fishing effort in time and space regardless of weather conditions or other fishing

vessels. In addition, fishermen who can intercept the fish earlier in the season thus have more of

an advantage to get a larger share of the quota than fishermen with the capability of intercepting

the fish later in the season. For certain species, this means that the fishermen further north along

the eastern seaboard are better situated to catch the entire quota than fishermen in the southern

range. Indeed, statistics compiled by the National Marine Fisheries Service have shown that some

ofthe northern states caught more than their allotted quotas, in part because ofthe lag time

between catching and counting the fish.

Fishermen in this region were similar to Southern Region fishermen in the sense that they

saw it as common to stay out offishing for many months or years at a time without losing one's

identity as a fisherman, with some moving between fishing and farming. Part of this is related to

the high seasonality of some species in the Albemarle, such as herring and striped bass.

S. Eastern Dare Region

In part because fishermen in this region depend nearly as much on fishing in federal waters

as fishing in state waters, those we interviewed in this region seemed less disturbed by state

regulations than fishermen in other regions. At the same time, Eastern Dare! Outer Banks

fishermen were less concerned (although not entirely unconcerned) about water quality issues

than those fishermen in the other four regions. They expressed some concern over the

navigational difficulties surrounding Oregon Inlet, but were far less inclined to bring up the issues

ofhog waste, mining, or forestry than other fishermen we interviewed.

This is not to say they have no problems. Oysters have gone due to pollution, and

fishermen living in the northern and western sections ofthis region are suffering from similar

problems as fishermen in the Albemarle: the overabundance of rock and their collective impact on

other valued species, particularly blue crab.
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Some fishermen we interviewed cited a decrease in wintertime fishing opportunities

related, in part, to the decline in oyster stocks-saying that this has led to increases in

summertime fisheries, particularly crabbing in inside waters. As fishermen come into the Pamlico

and Currituck Sounds, they encounter more and more of the crowding problems associated with,
the trap fisheries of the Albemarle and the Pamlico regions. In particular, some of the fishermen

who made this transition began resenting fishermen who relied on farming for most of their

income, in Hyde and Dare Counties, yet who also engaged in extensive part-time farming.

Two factors influence the problems offishermen in this region: that they switch between

federal and state waters and hence depend on several gears and species through the year, and that

they rely heavily on nets. The former predisposes fishermen in this region to object to some of the

federal quota systems in the same way as they do in the Albemarle region and to view competition

from fishermen from other states as problematic; the latter makes them more sensitive to those

regulations affecting nets, particularly Florida's net ban (which has caused an increase in Florida

net fishermen fishing in North Carolina waters or the federal waters near North Carolina),

mandated modifications to nets because of turtles or by-catch issues, and mesh size. The net ban

in Florida has been an important concern to fishermen in this region, with certain licensing

implications, because they have witnessed Florida fishermen come into North Carolina, purchase

vessels with commercial fishing licenses attached to them, and begin fishing in North Carolina.

Because of this, fishermen here recommend against attaching commercial fishing licenses to

vessels and license individuals instead.

Fishermen along the Outer Banks and from Wanchese are especially sensitive to the

historical importance of their fisheries and related marine lifestyles, beginning with the shore

based whaling fisheries of the early colonial period and going through subsequent periods where

fishing families provided life-saving services to hundreds of ships that make up the "Ghost Fleet"

of the Outer Banks. Fishermen we interviewed here mentioned the importance ofthis history in

terms of the memories ofold fishermen. One claimed, for example, that there have been periods

in local fishermen's pasts that they had to migrate to Florida because ofdeclines in local fish

stocks, making the argument that regulations need to consider extreme fluctuations in fish stocks

as part of the economic hazards of commercial fishing. This same fishermen noted the importance

of life-time experience in fishing and of the difference between knowledge gained through direct
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experience and knowledge gained through scientific methods; the latter, of course, maysuffer

from sampling biases, while the former maysuffer from other kinds ofbiases (economic, political,

religious, etc.), yet combining the two could far better inform the regulatory community than sole

reliance on one or the other.

The heavy dependence on Wanchese as a fishing community demands special attentionin

this section. Sevenprincipal families of seafood dealers ring the seafood industrial park and serve

as the central locations ofthe estimated 200 fishing families who livein Wanchese as well as

anchor the southernmarketing behaviors offishermen from as far awayas New Bedford,

Massachusetts and Portland, Maine. The fleets that originate from here, and the fishing activity

focused by the seafood dealers and the ports, concentrate around the seafood industrial park and

fleets oftrawlers organized or encouraged by seafood dealers in ways similar to those fleets

organized by processors in the Albemarle andPamlico crab fisheries. As one leavesWanchese,

however, more independent, owner-operatorfishing operations prevail, with some long-time

loyalties betweenfishermen and fish dealers that hinge on the questions ofslip space and access.
I

In recent years, fishermen in this regionhavebecome increasingly concerned that real estate

development will enticedealers to sell their spaceto developers less interested in commercial

fishing than in providing marinas and condominiums for recreational boatingtraffic.

Summary ofRegional Differences and Similarities

• Commercial fishermen in all regions concerned about water quality, but the specific

dimensions ofthose concerns differ by region.

• Commercial fishermen in all regions are concerned about increasing leisureand recreational

uses ofthe coast, but specific dimensions ofconcern differ by region.

• Regionsvary primarily in the species targeted and gears used.

• Relations between harvesting and processing sectors in Pamlico and Albemarle regions

distinct from other areas, due to fleet development.
i

• Incidence ofPart-Timecommercial fishing varies across regions, usually related to proximity

to urban areas (and employment op~ortunities).

• Flexibility indexvariesacross regions (inland fisheries somewhat more specialized than

coastal!barrier island fisheries).

• Regulations will have different impacts in different regions.
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v. Classifying North Carolina Fishermen

From the in-depth interview data, issues raised and discussed in the focus groups, and the

data from the cultural mapping protocols and other research instruments, we have isolated several

features that define North Carolinafishermen. Classifying and licensing North Carolinafishermen,
at the two extremes of full-time commercial or entirelyrecreational is relatively easy. Clearly,

someone who derives all ofhis or her incomefrom commercial fishing is a full-time commercial

fisherman, just as someone who derivesno incomefrom fishing, yet fishes up to forty or fifty days

per year, is a recreational fisherman. The latter neither needs nor desires an endorsement to sell;

the former cannot survivewithout one.

It is between the two extremes of full-time commercial or entirelyrecreational that the

difficulty of classification arises, as well as within the full-time commercial fishing population

regarding factors such as the number offisheries and gears fishermen participate in, the social

problems they face, and the ways in which they are likely to be impactedby new regulations. The

following classification system, based, ofcourse, on data presented above, addresses these issues.

These data suggest, first of all, that classifying fishermen in North Carolina depends ofcombining

severalvariables, some ofwhich indicate different degrees of involvement in fishing and some of

which indicate qualitatively different fishing strategies, behaviors, and motivations. With each of

the classes offishermen listed below, we describethem by characteristics that indicatetheir

dependence on the state's marine resources and how they identify themselves as fishers, what they

perceive as the primary social problemsmaking life difficult for them, their most desired and most

feared regulations,' and the probable impactsof relevant regulationsproposed by the moratorium

steering committee. Thus, we present information about each class offishermen as follows:

Class ofFisherman

• Motivation for fishing (income, subsistence, recreation)

• Percentage ofincome derivedfrom fishing

• Time Commitment (months/year, years ofexperience, etc.)

• Flexibility index (number ofspecies able to fish, gears/vessels, territories, etc.). High,

medium, law: a high flexibility index would derive from someone who fishedfor two or more

species with two or more gears from two or more vessels in two or more territories; a

medium flexibility index would derive from a combination oftwo ofthe above behaviors (e.g.
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fishing for two speciesfrom two vessels in a single territory with a single gear); a low

flexibility index would derive from a highly specializedfishing operation, such as the

menhaden fishery.

• Number ofdifferent kinds ofvessels

• Number ofothers (e.g. crew) involved in fishing operation

• Relationship to the seafood marketing/processing sector

• Principal socialproblems

• Principal biological issues

• Most desired regulations

• Most disruptive regulations

Figure3 showsthe sevenclasses we isolated based on the above data:
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These classes offishermen/fishing families range from full-time commercial (the steering

committee's "professional" fishermen) to purely recreational. Most of these classes are based on

observations of and conversations with fishermen; recommendations regarding licenses, however,

are oriented toward what we perceive to be the Steering Committee's charges of: 1)

professionalizing the fishery; 2) increasing the ability to monitor fishing activity; and 3) protecting

the resource.

The characteristics ofthese classes of fishermen follow. However, it is important to note

that these are ideal categories in the sense that there will be exceptions to each of the classes.

Class # 1: Full-time, owner-operator (varies by region) "Professional Fishermen. "

• Motivation: income (primary source).

• Percentage of income: >75% ofthe income ofthe person who fishes in the household; 50%

or more of total household income, averaged over past five years.

• Time commitment: >9 months per year on the water (4-5 days/week, weather permitting); 5

or more years ofexperience.

• Flexibility index: medium to high (depending on the region; those in the Pamlico are less

flexible than those in Carteret and Eastern Dare, for example).

• Number of different kinds of vessels: usually>1.

• Number of others involved in fishing operation: 1-3 crew, with active involvement of

family members. In particular, the majority of these fishermen have spouse who have been

politically active, as well as take a participatory interest in the fishery (e.g. keeping books,

dealing with dealers, becoming part-time, occasional, or full-time mates on vessels).

• Relationship to the Marketing! Processing Sector: independent, often based on personal

loyalty or past or current credit relations; influenced by access (dock space); continual

attempts to pioneer/explore new marketing options, including acquiring dealer's licenses and

selling own catch directly to consumers.
\

• Principal Social Problems: Crowding! space & territory problems (including access

problems in some locations); part-time commercial fishing; negative public image, based

largely on misperceptions or the isolated behaviors ofirresponsible few; conflicts with
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organized recreational fishinglleisure interests; gear conflicts; widespread perceptions that

their way of life being criminalized.

• Principal Biological Issues: Water quality degradation from several sources ("dead water,"

pfiesteria, etc.); discrepancies with state biologists regarding stock assessments;

overpopulation of some species (e.g. striped bass), collapse ofothers (e.g. oysters). Lack of

appreciation of their ethnobiological knowledge base and folk theories about relationships

between fishing practices and environmental health (e.g. trawling is similar to plowing a field);

observers! monitors ofthe state's marine resources.

• Most desired regulations: More intense regulation of industrial, agricultural, and

government! municipal threats to water quality; limits ETSs to full-time commercial

fishermen; protection ofnursery areas; equitable gear restrictions (e.g. pot reduction proposals

in Pamlico region).

• Most disruptive regulations: net bans; quotas (including ITQs); time/season closures that

lead to intense fishing! crowding on opening days and fishing in unsafe conditions.

Class # 2: Full-time.fleet fisherman:

• Motivation: income; supplemental income.

• Percentage of income: >50% ofthe income ofthe person who fishes in the household; 20

50% or more of total household income

• Time commitment: >5-7 months per year on the water (4-5 days/week, weather permitting);

3-5 or more years of experience.

• Flexibility index: low.

• Number of different kinds of vessels: 1, sometimes owned or financed by a

processor/dealer.

• Number of others involved in fishing operation: varies with the size of the operation (e.g.

menhaden operations or the large blue-crap operations may involve the employment ofdozens

ofworkers, including processing workers; smaller operations might involve only two or three

other fishermen).

• Relationship to the Marketing! Processing Sector: dependent, based on wages or shares.
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• Principal Social Problems: Crowding; part-time commercial fishing; negative public image,

based largely on misperceptions or the isolated behaviors ofirresponsible few; conflicts with

organized recreational fishinglleisure interests; gear conflicts; widespread perceptions that

their way of life being criminalized.

• Principal Biological Issues: Water quality degradation from several sources ("dead water,"

pfiesteria, etc.); discrepancies with state biologists regarding stock assessments;

overpopulation of some species (e.g. striped bass), collapse of others (e.g. oysters).

• Most desired regulations: More intense regulation of industrial, agricultural, and

government! municipal threats to water quality; protection ofnursery areas; equitable gear

restrictions (e.g. pot reduction proposals in Pamlico region).

• Most disruptive regulations: restrictions on imported labor (in processing houses);

time/season closures that lead to intense fishing! crowding on opening days and fishing in

unsafe conditions.
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Class # 3: Part-time Retired/Poor Fisherman

• Motivation: supplemental income; subsistence; recreation.

• Percentage of income: >75% ofthe earned income of the person who fishes in the

household; 50% or more of total household earned income; as important as other sources of

household income, proportionately (e.g. if fisherman earns income from five sources, fishing

income would make up around 20% ofhousehold income).

• Time commitment: Intensity of fishing varies by age and other time commitments; 1 or more

years ofexperience.

• Flexibility index: low

• Number of different kinds of vessels: 1.

• Number of others involved in fishing operation: 0-1.

• Relationship to the Marketing! Processing Sector: usually independent, often based on

personal loyalty or past or current credit relations; influenced by access (dock space).

• Principal Social Problems: Crowding! space & territory problems; gear conflicts.

• Principal Biological Issues: Water quality degradation from several sources ("dead water,"

pfiesteria, etc.).

• Most desired regulations: More intense regulation of industrial, agricultural, and

government! municipal threats to water quality; protection ofnursery areas; equitable gear

restrictions (e.g. pot reduction proposals in Pamlico region).

• Most disruptive regulations: Limits on ETSs based on total household income from earned

and unearned sources; time/season closures that lead to intense fishing! crowding on opening

days and fishing in unsafe conditions.

Class # 4: Part-time Fisherman With Full-Time Shore-based Employment

• Motivation: supplemental income; some subsistence.

• Percentage of income: <50% ofthe income of the person who fishes in the household and

household income.

• Time commitment: 3-4 months per year on the water (1-3 days/week, weather permitting); 5

or more years ofexperience.
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• Flexibility index: low to medium.

• Number of different kinds of vessels: usually I.

• Number of others involved in fishing operation: O-I.

• Relationship to the Marketing! Processing Sector: independent, but often sell to only one

or two dealers/processors.

• Principal Social Problems: Crowding! space & territory problems (including access

problems in some locations); conflicts with organized recreational fishinglleisure interests;

gear conflicts.

• Principal Biological Issues: Water quality degradation from several sources ("dead water,"

pfiesteria, etc.). Problems with infrequent tending ofgear.

• Most desired regulations: More intense regulation of industrial, agricultural, and

government! municipal threats to water quality; maintenance of status quo, allowing anyone to

receive ETS.

• Most disruptive regulations: limits on ETSs to full-time commercial fishermen; quotas

(including ITQs)~ time/season closures that lead to intense fishing!crowding on opening days

and fishing in unsafe conditions.

Class # 5: Professional Recreational Fishermen: Pier Owners & Charter Boat Captains.

• Motivation: primary income.

• Percentage of income: >75% ofthe income ofthe captain! pier owners; 50% or more of

total household income.

• Time commitment: varies seasonally, with peak seasons for both groups being in the

summer months and sporadic periods ofintense activity through the year (e.g. tuna fishing,

spot run).

• Flexibility index: low

• Number of different kinds ofvessels: 0-1.

• Number of others involved in fishing operation: varies according to patronage.

• Relationship to the Marketing! Processing Sector: nJa
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• Principal Social Problems: crowding during summer months (e.g. surfers near piers; jet

skiers in the path of charter boats, etc.). Perceived problems with enforcement.

• Principal Biological Issues: beach erosion, inlet stabilization, etc.

• Most desired regulations: increased enforcement.

• Most disruptive regulations: licensing of patrons, particularly out-of-state patrons.

Doss # 6: Independent Recreational Fisherman

• Motivation: recreation & subsistence.

• Percentage of income: marginal to none.

• Time commitment: 1-4 days per month.

• Flexibility index: low

• Number of different kinds of vessels: 0-1.

• Number of others involved in fishing operation: 0-4

• Relationship to the Marketing! Processing Sector: n/a

• Principal Social Problems: crowding during summer months; gear conflicts (with gears that

tangle or interfere with hook & line).

• Principal Biological Issues: perceived declines in stocks; water quality.

• Most desired regulations: increased enforcement; conservation of fish stocks; restrictions on

gears that interfere with hooks & lines.

• Most disruptive regulations: saltwater recreational license that costs more than $10.00.

Doss # 7: Affiliated Recreational Fisherman

• Motivation: recreation & subsistence.

• Percentage of income: marginal to none.

• Time commitment: 1-4 days per month.

• Flexibility index: low

• Number of different kinds of vessels: 0-1.

• Number of others involved in fishing operation: 0-4

• Relationship to the Marketing! Processing Sector: n/a
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• Principal Social Problems: crowding during summer months; gear conflicts (with gears that

tangle or interfere with hook & line); navigational problems due to fishing and other vessels.

• Principal Biological Issues: perceived declines in stocks; water quality.

• Most desired regulations: increased enforcement; conservation offish stocks; restrictions on

gears that interfere with hooks & lines; saltwater recreational fishing license; closures of areas

and season to commercial harvests.

• Most disruptive regulations: restrictions on recreational boating.

VI. Conclusions

The distinctions noted in the above classification system are important to the development

ofa new licensing system and to predicting the impacts ofvarious regulations. Among the more

important distinctions within both commercial and recreational populations of fishermen is the

distinction between the individual or family fishermen and the corporate entity that represents

large numbers of fishermen. In the recreational sector, this is the distinction between the

individual angler and the pier owner or charter boat captain; in the commercial sector, this is the

distinction between the owner-operator and the fleet fisheries organized, usually, by seafood

dealers or processors.

Specifically, minutes ofthe moratorium licensing subcommittee suggest that the question

ofhow to license firms-economic entities representing several fishermen-c-is' among the more

difficult issues they face. Within the commercial sector, for example, several questions have

arisen along these lines. Whom should the state license? Only commercial fishermen themselves,

who fish from their own vessels? Commercial fishermen and crew? Should companies be allowed

to hold licenses that they could transfer among captains within the finn, or should the individual

captains be licensed similar to independent fishers? Most commercial fishermen we have

interviewed agree with the licensing subcommittee that the individual should be the primary

license-holding unit, as opposed to the firm.

There is a great deal of concern.in the state that the licensing system not harm small,

family based commercial fishermen nor restrict access to the state's fishery resources among

recreational fishermen who have long utilized fishing as a means of relaxation and food. Many

believe that the character of the fishing enterprise and the number of individuals required to
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information regarding the probable impacts ofvarious regulations. We emphasize that these are

designed to be models for considering the ways in which the classification system and the other

data presented above may be helpful to fishery managers in weighing changes in fishery

regulations:

Probable Impact ofthe Imposition ofa Saltwater Recreational Fishing License

• Will Receive Support from Class # 7 Fishermen, but opposition from Class # 5 & 6

Fishermen. As noted earlier, anglers who belong to clubs are highly likely to support a

saltwater recreational fishing license, while independent fishermen are less likely to support it

and professional recreational fishermen --<:harter boat captains and pier owners-nearly

uniformly against licensing their businesses as an additional tax and financial burden.

Nevertheless, upon additional probing, most fishermen agree that all fishermen, whether

commercial or recreational, should bear the costs ofmaintaining the fisheries, citing that they

be used to conserve fish resources, enable better enforcement, and support limited fisheries

research. We assert the following based on this.

• The state legislature or appropriate legislative committee can reduce opposition to licensing

with assurances that fees will be used for resource enhancement and enforcement.

Impacts ofRestricting ETS by 50% Earned Income Criteria

• Class # 4 Fishermen most negatively affected, but extent ofnegative impact will vary by

region. Part-time fishing was perceived to be more ofa problem close to urban areas than in

rural areas, probably because ofon-shore economic opportunities, although many ofthe

crabbers in the Albemarle and Pamlico regions-areas considered predominantly rural

objected to part-time crabbing due to crowding oftraps.

• Class # 3 Fishermen will not be affected if50% based on "earned" income. Most retirement

income is not considered earned income, and that income retirees and impoverished

households make from fishing would, it is likely, come to more than 50% oftotal earned

Income.

• Will address problems oftoo much gear and crowding.
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process, would severely restrict their capability to respond to new fishing opportunities

through the course of the season.

• Will vary by region, based on flexibility index (Carteret & Eastern Dare most negatively

affected)

• Will displace those (Class # 1) fishermen who monitor the resource on a daily basis through

the year.

• Will erode folk knowledge about the resource. Class #1 fishermen, usually descending from

long-time fishing families in the state, possess a great warehouse offolk knowledge about the

resource, based on generations of observation, and are uniquely qualified to observe and

monitor such things as water quality, the conditions offish and shellfish populations, and

problems with nursery areas and substrates. We qualify this by saying that this knowledge

may not always be entirely accurate, and that it may be biased by economic concerns.

Nevertheless, interviews with owner-operator commercial fishermen reveal that they pay close

attention to the resource and, as such, police the resource in a way that few other public or

private interests can match.

While the above impacts address current problems in the fisheries and the probable

impacts of several solutions that have been suggested by various marine resource regulators over

the past year, the future ofNorth Carolina fisheries remains in doubt. How can a licensing system

and other mechanisms be developed to preserve the fisheries and manage them in ways that are

not too devastating to any ofthe important sets of participants. In particular, on what grounds

will new fishermen be allowed into the fisheries? This is the famous question oflimited entry.

Based on this study, we suggest that entry into the state's fisheries be patterned after the principal

method by which fishermen have entered North Carolina fisheries for centuries: apprenticeship.

Historically, fishermen learn fishing and learn about the ecological cycles ofNorth Carolina's

estuaries and open waters from other fishermen, working long hours as crew with those who have

practiced the waterman's way oflife s~veral years, often for their entire lives. Ifan apprenticeship

system were put into place, the question remains ofwho would allowed to participate in the

system. Again, this is a limited entry issue, an issue which several states have experimented with

in various ways based on various criteria.
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fishers have more than one fishing vessel (they have small crafts to take them out to where

their larger vessels are moored in the harbors, however).

• Regional distinctions (portland v. Machiasport is similar, say, to the distinction between

Wanchese v. Oriental). While Portland is dominated by a groundfishing fleet offairly large,

75' to 100' vessels outfitted primarily for groundfishing, the smaller ports of the "Down East"

region (east and north ofBath and Rockland) in Maine are home to smaller vessels in the 30'

to 45' range or the 45' to 75' range that scallop, groundfish, lobster, shrimp, dive for urchins,

etc. through the year. There are large urban ports similar to the Morehead City/Beaufort

complex and rural ports similar to Frog Island.

• Similar problems ofaccess to coastal areas and controversies with recreationaII tourist

interests. Although in Maine the issues are somewhat different, with whale-watching firms

and marine mammal protection groups organizing against commercial fishermen, in both states

the regulations entangling fishermen have created the sense among many ofthem that their

way of life is being criminalized. As a consequence, they have begun considering developing

regulations on their own, as North Carolina fishermen have (e.g. herring fishers in the

Albemarle region coming together to voluntarily reduce their numbers ofnets).

• Ecological similarities. Although sharp differences exist regarding the specific ecologies of

the two states (Mike Street, personal communication), both states have open, extensive

fishing grounds (pamlico Sound, GulfofMaine) and numerous nursery/ estuary areas that

provide sheltered harbors. Both states have been blessed with a wide variety offish and

shellfish species, many ofwhich are similar (shrimp, eels, flounders, etc.).

These similarities make considering Maine's experiments with fishery management

relevant to North Carolina. In particular, Maine's model ofRegional Councils, which separate the

state's fisheries into five distinct zones, seem especially wen-suited to North Carolina, given the

regional variation outlined in the previous sections. Maine's model, currently being put into place

for the lobster industry, to serve as a model for community based fishery management in other

fisheries (James Wilson, personal communication), consists of the following:

• First, as just noted, Maine recognizes regional distinctions between fisheries in state based on

historical and ecological characteristics. These regions reflect groups of fishermen who are
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similarly placed with regard to their interactions with the marine resources. That is, they

practice similar mixes ofgears and target species and have, historically, interacted with

fishermen from other communities within the zones, to define, protect, and defend their

territories (Acheson 1987).

• Like North Carolina's five regions discussed above, Maine recognizes five zones. Each of

these zones has its own regional council who are elected for three-year, staggered terms

through a process that involves: a) identifying stakeholders with current licensing data; b)

voting in annual elections. The number of council members varies by the size ofthe zone,

with council members representing 100 or fewer license holders.

• Each regional council develops proposals for changes in fishing rules which are then voted on

by all fishermen in the zone. Changing any fishing rule requires that two-thirds of region's

fishermen agree on the change. Rules that are decided upon by regional councils include those

governing numbers and types ofgear and time regulations (seasons, numbers ofdays one can

fish, etc.) The zone model allows for sub-zones to exist within zones for finer regulations that

recognize more localized circumstances.

• Perhaps most important, the Maine model is one of participatory co-management, with state

entities-specifically, the Marine Fisheries Commission and the Department ofMarine

Resources-and fishing interests coming together to develop proposals for changes in fishing

regulations. This consists, essentially, ofa "bottom-up" meets "top-down" model in which

lines of communication between the state and fishing groups, and among fishing groups, have

become institutionalized.

• Fishermen can fish in more than one zone, but must abide by the most restrictive zone's

regulations. This solves problems offishermen from different communities coming into

distant waters with gears and fishing methods that local fishermen deem destructive to the

resource.

• Finally, the National Marine Fisheries Service has begun to consider Maine's model as

innovative; to the extent that they recognize this, they may begin the long and arduous process

ofcreating more coherence between state and federal fishery regulations.
,
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A. Recreational Fishing Survey Instrument

10 _

Date & Time:-------
Location:--------

RECREATIONAL FISHING SURVEY

Introductory Statement (paraphrase): We are conducting a survey as part ofa study of
fishing in North Carolina for the North Carolina Moratorium Steering Committee. We
would like to askyou about twenty minutes worth ofquestions about your recreational
fishing activity. Your participation is entirely voluntary.

Fishing Location:

When you recreationally fish, do you most often fish from: a) beach or bank; b)
manmade structure (pier. jetty); c) private boat; d) charter boat.

Do you most often fish in the: a) rivers; b) sounds; c) in-shore ocean waters (1-3 miles);
d) off-shore waters (>3 miles)

Do you most often fish in saltwater or freshwater? Salt Fresh

Is there a name for the place you fish, recreationally, most often (e.g. Mercer pier; Gulf
Stream. etc.)? Y N IfYes: _

Fishing/Sportsman avidity:

About how many days per year do you fish recreationally (in saltwater)? _

About how many hours will you spend fishing today? __

Do you take extended fishing vacations or have any fishing traditions that you follow year
after year (e.g. night fishing for red drum, coming to the coast for the spot run)? Y N

Ifyes. please describe:

Do you subscribe to any saltwater sportsfishing or other recreational fishing magazines?
Y N

Do you belong to any recreational fishing club. like the ACCA? Y N If
Yes:-------
Do you attend club meetings? N Yes. regularly. Yes. but irregularly.
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Do you belong to any conservationist organization, like the PTRF? Y N IfYes:-

Have you ever attended a public hearing, contributed money, signed a petition, or
otherwise participated in a campaign to:

a) curtail or challenge commercial fishing practices? Y N
b) curtail or challenge coastal development (e.g. condominium development)? Y

N
c) curtail or challenge coastal industry (e.g. paper manufacturing, mining)? Y N

Have you ever fished in a fishing tournament? Y N IfYes, what
tournament: _

Do you have a freshwater fishing license? Y N

Do you have a hunting license? Y N What animals do you hunt? _

About how many days per year do you hunt? _

Species, Gear, and Disposition of the Catch:

Do you usually fish for any particular kinds offish or shellfish? Y N
IfYes, what fishlfishes? _

[probe for "core" and "secondary" types]

Do you usually fish with a hook and line? Y N Ifno, what do you usually
use?-----

Do you use any commercial fishing gear (e.g. shrimp trawl, crab pots)? Y N
Ifyes, what gear: _

Do you utilize commercial fishermen for any ofthe following: a) bait; b) information
about gear; c) information about fishing locations; d) information about markets for fish;
e) other.

Do you own your own boat? Y N Ifyes, what length it is? __ft.
Describe vessel (e.g. Sea Ox): _

What do you normally do with the fish you catch?
% eaten % given away % sell/trade _
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pollution, etc.), and then tell how they responded to the crisis. Did they engage in any political
activity, join or form a group, or write a letter or call their local or federal congressman or
senator? Did they respond in an economic way, taking on additional tasks to make additional
money, fishing in other fisheries, using new gears...?

2. Knowledge about the resource, including "ethnobiological" knowledge and its importance to
resource protection and conservation. Collecting this infomJtion is necessary because many
fishers "police" resources they utilize by monitoring and reporting problems with marine organisms
and water quality. The Committee needs to know whether or not regulations they impose will
restrict fishers' abilities to monitor marine resources. How did they learn aboutfishing, boating,
and how to interact with the resource? Who taught them? In what ways do they see themselves
as protecting or guarding the resource? Do they notice strange ecological conditions, such as
the appearance oforganisms they have never seen or sores on fish, even if they consider those
fish by-catch? Probe for the ways in which they observe and monitor the resource-what we
would call their methods.

3. Attitudes toward licensing and responses to new licensing proposals being considered by the
Licensing Subcommittee and DMF personnel. We need to know, from them, how certain licensing
proposals and other regulations are likely to affect them and their fishing effort. For example,
what kinds oflicenses or regulations, ifany, would be in their best interests? lfthey say none,
then ask them whether or not they would like to see the Venezuelan fleet in the Pamlico Sound.
What kinds oflicenses would be worst for them? What criteria should be used to issue licenses
(50% ofincome, resident in the state, etc.)?

4. The dynamics of crew recruitment and crew retention. How do they recruit crew? Do they use
the same individuals again and again? Are they simply younger household members or younger
members ofthe community? Do they see any value in recruiting, say, Mexicans to work on their
boats? Do they pay the crew in shares or in wages? How might crew licensing influence their
current andfuture fishing strategies?

5. Nature of relations with the seafood processor/dealer sector. Do they rely on a single seafood
buyer, or several? How long have they relied on those they sell to? What has been the history of
that arrangement? Do they receive dock space, credit, etc.?

6. Contributions to support sectors (e.g. marine suppliers, boat builders, credit institutions). Are
boat builders important to them? [Read the report's section on boat builders. pp. 18-19JDo
they receive any supplies, fuel, other inputs from the people to whom they sell their fish and
shellfish? What would be the impact oftheir withdrawalfrom the fishery on various support
sectors?

Remember that these interviews are designed to establish a data base for pursuing issues that
fishermen and their families consider important in the context offocus groups. You should,
then, determine whether or not they would be interested in attending a focus group, where
such an event would be convenient to them (public setting, such as a nearby town hall), and
what kind ofscheduling constraints do they have. I include thefollowing section, from the
original proposal, for your benefit in thinking along these lines.

Organizing and moderating focus groups
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and part-time participation in any commercial fishery

3. Resident versus Non-resident

For the Florida commercial sector, there is a restricted species endorsement for most fish
species for both residents and non-residents. A distinction is made between resident and
nonresident commercial fishers in Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana. The price of the license is
the most common way in which these two groups are differentiated. For example, the gillnet
license is based on a 1 to 5 ratio. Alabama residents pay $800 for a commercial gillnet license
while out-of-staters pay $4,000 for the same license. In some cases, the Alabama Marine
Resources Division will charge a nonresident of a particular state what the state in question
charges an Alabama resident for a license. This is referred to as a reciprocal agreement. Texas
regulatory policy requires that individuals must reside in Texas continuously for more than 6
months before applying for a resident license.

4. Commercial Licensing Requirements

In Florida to qualify for a commercial license, individuals must prove that 25 percent of
their total income is from fishing or at least $5000 oftheir total income is from the sale of
commercial marine products. With the exception ofgillnets, in Alabama, there are not any
specific requirements for an individual to buy a commercial license. In the gillnet fishery,
individuals must demonstrate involvement in the fishery for any two years between 1989-1993,
and a 50 percent income requirement from commercial fishing. Iffishermen have held a license
each year between 1989-1993, the income requirement is waived.

In Mississippi, to buy a commercial license an individual must provide proofofboat
registration or other forms of documentation. Or, in the specific case ofa gillnet license, an
individual must have purchased a license in one of the last five years.

To purchase any commercial license in Louisiana, an individual must provide a driver's
license, voter's registration and social security card.

For a resident vessel license, the vessel must be registered as a Texas boat or the
individual must provide documentation of a Texas address on USCG certificate of documentation.
All other individuals or vessels are considered non-resident. Non-residents pay a higher fee for a
license.

5. Issuance Requirements

For commercial fishermen in Florida, licenses are issued to both individuals and vessels,
but not to crew members. Florida does not issue any type offleet license for individuals who own
more than one boat.
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Part 8: Compliance and Enforcement

Residents ofFlorida are not required to have a license to fish from shore whereas non-residents
are. This provision is almost impossible to enforce. The dollar range of fines is from
$50-$500. The illegal use ofgillnets in mullet, pompano and Spanish mackerel fisheries presents
the most problems for the Florida's enforcement agency. The range offines is from 0-$5,000.
The structure offines in Florida is not set to effectively deter violation of the state's licensing
policy. The average number of recreational violations per month is 148 and for the commercial
sector the average number ofviolations per month is 16.

In Alabama, the large size of the hook and line recreational sector presents the most
problems with compliance. The gillnet fishery presents the most problems with enforcement. The
major impediment for compliance with Alabama's licensing policy is adequate enforcement. The
dollar range offines for both sectors is $25-$2,000. In the case of the recreational fishery, ifan
individual is caught selling a game fish, in addition to the fine s/he can spend up to 30 days in jail
and lose herlhis vehicle. Recent laws do effectively deter violations ofthe state's licensing policy,
in particular, the gillnet fishery where violators are given points. After so many points, individuals
lose their gillnet license forever. Oyster fishermen have the most violations related to over
sacking, not tagging or culling their catch properly; the second most problematic area is the gillnet
fishery. There are around 20 commercial violations per month and 30 recreational per month.

In Mississippi, the gillnet fishery presents the most problems for compliance and
enforcement. Most violations occur in rivers where mullet fishing is illegal. The dollar range of
fines for the commercial sector is $100-$500 dollars and may go as high as $3,000 for a second or
third offense. For the recreational sector the fines range from $35-$100. The fines do.effectively
deter violation ofthe state's licensing policy. The average number ofviolations for the
commercial sectoris 18 and for the recreational sector it is 12.

In Louisiana, there has been confusion among gillnetters as well as legal challenges
regarding the gillnet laws. Finfish presents the most problems in terms of compliance with
Louisiana's laws. Most violations stem from misunderstanding ofthe law.

In Texas, the recreational sector poses the most problems in terms ofcompliance with
regulations. The commercial sector presents the most problems for enforcement. This is due to
the large number offishing hours, the volume ofthe harvest and money limitations for
enforcement. The major issue for compliance in the commercial sector surrounds fishermen who
claim to have been fishing in the EEZ when they have actually been fishing in Texas state waters.
The structure offines in Texas range from $25-$500 for both sectors and according to state
officials, effectively deter violation of the state's fishing regulations. There are around 160
commercial violations per month and 1135 recreational violations per month.
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Mississippi

Reacting to the net ban in Floridaand restrictions in other states, the Mississippi
Commission on MarineResourcespassed "emergency" regulations in August, 1995, that limited
the issuance of gillnet licenses for one year. According to Commission members, concernabout
an influx ofnon-resident gillnet fishermen prompted the decision. Some conservation groups,
such as the CoastalConservation Association ofMississippi (CCAM), have argued that stocks are
overfished and that the state should impose tighter restrictions.

The 1995 restrictions were negotiated after the defeat of several bills in the Mississippi
legislature that would have completely banned gillnetting in state waters. Members ofthe
Pascagoula-based organization, Save America's Seafood Industry(SASI), whichrepresentsa
varietyofpart- and full-time fishermen, lobbied heavily for the defeatofthe gillnet bans. SASI
also took part in the negotiations leading to the gillnet restrictions.

Jean Williams, president of SASI, claimed that the Bureau ofMarineResources, to which
the Commission reports, acknowledges that there was no scientific basisfor the final net fishing
regulations. Rather, the Commissioners tried to resolve a looming conflict over the allocation of
marine resourcesby separating commercial fishermen from other users and restricting the times
and areas in whichnet fishermen could operate. "At three separatepublic hearings, we had CCA
people all over us calling for a total ban. Most ofus had never seen these peoplebefore; it was
clear most ofthem were not from around here," she noted. "Wetried to find a compromise that
would at least let us stay in business. But, as usual, it was the fishermen who did all the
compromising."

The regulations passed in 1995amount to a moratorium on the issuance oflicenses to
fishermen seeking accessto Mississippi waters for the first time. Licenses would be assigned only
to those individuals or firms that heldnet licenses during anyone year betweenMay, 1990and
April, 1995. Fishermen claim that the regulations' restrictions on their operationsare designed to
accommodate non-commercial users ofstate waters, such as sport fishermen, beachfront
residents, and the tourismindustry. Net fishermen are now prohibited from fishing between6
a.m. on Saturdaysuntil6 p.m. on Sundays, as wellas holidays - timeswhen other groups are
most likely to be usingbeachfront and inshore waters. In addition, they are requiredto operate at
least a halfmile from the beach in the daytime and 1,500' at night in the centralpart ofthe coast,
where highway 90 runs adjacent to the beach.

Referring to the areas from whichthey are now prohibited from operating, third
generationfisherman Eli Ross ofBiloxi observed, "That'swhere you'vegot allyour jet skiersand
speedboats, so wedon't catch fish during the daythere anyway. But what hurt us is that we can't
work on weekendsno more -- just so the tourists and sportsmen don't have to see us ugly
fishermen. What I don't get is how can they tell us we can'twork on weekends? We don't tell
them they can't sport fish on weekdays." The newtime restrictions applyas well to inshore
shrimp fishermen, who in addition are required to stay one halfmile off the beach at all times.
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Questionnaire for State licensing Information

State
1. Maine
2. Maine
3. New Hampshire
4. New Jersey
5. New York
6. Delaware ("Your questions are not compatible with Delaware's licensing system").
7. Rhode Island
8. New Jersey

How many different types of commercial licenses does your state offer?
1. 22
2. 21
3. 2 to harvest, 2 to sell (talked with enforcement guy while doing this questionnaire).
4. 30+ (combination of gear, boat, person). No license to sell.
5. 10
6. 17
7. 39 resident and non-resident licenses
8. 19

List the names of the three mitior fisheries in your state's commercial sector.
1. Lobster, shellfish (clam, oyster, qUah'1), sea urchin
2. Lobster, sea urchin, clams
3. Lobster, groundfish, shrimp
4. Surf clam, otter trawl (fluke), hard clam/crab
5. Hard clam, lobster, squid
6. Blue crab, weakfish, American shad
7. Lobster, shellfish, fmfish
8. Clams (surf and quahoy), blue crab, Summer flounder

What types of gears are most often used in each of your state's commercial fisheries?
Fishery

1. Lobster
Sea urchin
Shellfish

2. Lobster
Sea urchin
Cams

3. Lobster
Groundfish
Shrimp

Gear Type
Trap
Dredge, hand, divers
Divers
Conventional trap
Drag, dive
Hand tool
Trap
Trawl, gillnet
Trawl
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

How many years has your state's commercial licensing system been in place?
1. 50+ years
2. 60+ years
3. 20+ years
4. Varies by license
5. 8 years (for food fish)
6. 12 years
7. 20+ years licensing commercial fishermen. Current goes back to 1987.
8. 48+ years

What were some of the major reasons which led to the development of a commerclal llcens
ing system in your state?
1. Know number of people involved, status of fisheries, user conflicts, enforcement of regula-

tions.
2. Funding for law enforcement and research activities
3. For management purposes -- effort, capacity
4. Federal -- ASMFC/MAMFC -- dictating policies
5. Revenue; need for information on nature and magnitude of commercial fishing
6. Overfishing, special interests
7. Count who's fishing / gear, harvest. Information for management purposes.

How has your state's commercial licensing system changed in recent years?
1. 1982 - 7 licenses; 1995 - 22 licenses; 1995 - add for eel
2. Rules, regulations, laws, fees have all changed in last five years. Results have closed to new

applicants on sea urchin and lobster fishery.
3. No. Coast netters permit -- no money involved.
4. None in recent years
5. Moratorium on new licenses since July 1995
6. Conch pot, conch dredge in 1995
7. 1992 -- 5 new non-resident landing licenses, several new dealer licenses
8. Purse seining for menhaden for bait only. Permits to take horseshoe crabs, Summer flounder,

sturgeon, blue crabs.

How long ago did these changes take place?
2. Within five years

Sea urchin -- 1993
Lobster -- 1995

3. Coast netters permit [I think]-- 10 years ago
4. Limited entry crab -- 2 years ago \
7. Moratorium on all new licenses July 1, 1995 (3 years)
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8. Purse seining for bait only -- net reduction -- 5 years
Horseshoe crab -- 2 years
Summer flounder -- 3 years
Sturgeon -- 3 years
Blue crabs -- 2 years

What were the legislative processes or initiatives which ~sulted in these changes to your
state's commercial licensing sector?
1. Problems/conflicts in lobster fishery. Lobster the BIG fishery
2. Moratoriums established on both fisheries. Specifically with lobster -- apprenticeship program

now a part of the law.
3. Agency change
5. 1995 -- legislation to prevent significant new entry to state fisheries.
6. New laws were enacted creating the new licenses.

What other concerns led to changes in your state's commercial licensing system?
1. Environmental change, overfishinglincreased effort
2. Decline in fish populations and allow the state to determine participation and fishing concen-

tration and effort.
3. Species driven/effort. Driven -- as species targeted, more effort, agency considers changes
4. Need to reduce effort (crab)
7. Overfishing, preserve the resource, more gear in use
8. Limited entry system for Summer flounder and sturgeon and blue crabs

What has been the impact of these changes on commercial fishers?
1. Limit on licenses has leveled effort
2. Restricted entry at both federal and state levels with consideration to other fisheries as well.
4. Reducing number of crabbers to 1990 levels.
5. Too soon to tell.
6. Limited entry -- frustrated individual who cannot access the fishery.
7. New people can't get a license due to license moratorium.
8. Less flexibility to move between fisheries.

What has been the impact of these changes on recreational fishers?
2. Unknown
5. Too soon to tell.
6. None

Which group of fishers has been affected most by the changes in your state's commercial
licensing system?
1. Shellfish/clam -- towns set up own management
2. Sea urchin and lobster -- restricted entry
5. Commercial
6. Commercial fishermen
7. All equally
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Are fines established so that they effectively deter violation of your state's licensing policy?
1. Yes and no -- depends on the judge.
2. No, in most cases. Violators are commenting, "It's the cost of doing business."
3. Depends on individual fishing operations.
4. In some cases yes and some no. Commercial guys see it as the price of doing business.
5. No
6. No
8. No, currently working on proposal to develop fines more in line of particular offense.

Which group has the most problem with violations of your state's licensing policy?
2. Sea urchin
3. Commercial
4. More recreational violations (sheer numbers). Commercial violations bigger as far as serious

ness of violation.
6. Crabbers
8. Commercial

What is your estimation of the average number of reported violations per month for 1995?
3. 20 commercial; 20 recreational (6 summons)
4. 1994: 776 commercial; 800-1,000 recreational; (both get summons)
5. Don't know
8. 10 commercial; 40 recreational

FEE STRUCfURE

How are the fees for commercial licenses set?
1. Legislative
2. Legislature with consultation with DMR.
3. Through the legislature by recommendation by (?)
4. Marine Fisheries Council advises legislature, and legislature sets rang; MFS may get specific

fee amount through discretion in authorizing legislation
5. Legislation
6. By the Delaware Code
7. General Assembly
8. Legislatively

How are the fees for recreational licenses set?
1. Legislature
2. Legislature with consultation with DMR.
3. Through the legislature by recommendation by (?)
4. Marine Fisheries Council advises legislature, and legislature sets rang; MFS may get specific

fee amount through discretion in authorizing legislation
7. General Assembly
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How are the proceeds from commercial fees used?
1. General fund
2. Unknown. Money is deposited in general fund and dispersed out from there.
3. Department operation
4. Money goes back to general fund; fine money goes to Fish and Wildlife. Shellfish goes to

enforcement fund.
5. Management of marine resources
6. Shellfish licenses go to general fund. Finfish licenses go to a dedicated fund.
7. Not sure
8. Support Division Programs (dedicated fund)

How are the proceeds from recreational fees used?
2. Unknown. Money is deposited in general fund and dispersed out from there
3. Department operation
4. General fund

PROBLEMS WITH CURRENT LICENSING SYSTEM

What specific problems, if any, does your state have with its current system of licensing?
2. Too many different types of licenses. Ten species landed are generating monies, so we have

become license-specific to fisheries. Three-fourths of other species fall under a specific
license.

3. Don't have enough places to go to get licenses / not easily accessible.
4. Need ETS
5. Need for more efficient computer issuance system
6. Too confusing
7. Moratorium -- can't jump into new fisheries. Limiting new fishermen / limiting flexibility for

those who are already in licensing system.

What problems are specific to the commercial sector of your state's fishery?
1. Effectiveness as a research tool, effectiveness as a regulatory tool.
2. Effectiveness as a research tool, effectiveness as a regulatory tool, compliance rates, enforce

ment of state's marine regulatory policy, fee structure.
3. Effectiveness as a research tool, effectiveness as a regulatory tool, compliance rates, enforce

ment of state's marine regulatory policy, fines for violations, fee structure
4. Enforcement of state's marine regulatory policy, fines for violations (fines need to be raised),

fee structure (should pay more to fish); need better data collection -- no mandatory reporting
required. Credibility problem / hard to convince fishermen programs are needed if data not
available.

6. Effectiveness as a regulatory tool, enforcement of state's marine regulatory policy, fines for
violations

8. Effectiveness as a research took, effectiveness as a regulatory tool, fines for violations, fee
structure.
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